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In this paper we give explicit descriptions of the Brauer trees of cyclic 
r-blocks occurring in the finite classical groups 
where the prime Y for the modular representation theory is distinct from the 
prime p dividing q and p is odd. The possible graphs occurring as Brauer 
trees of finite classical groups were described by Feit [S]. In this paper we 
complete his description by identifying the vertices with characters. An 
explicit description of Brauer trees for CL,(q) was given in [S]. We may 
suppose r > 2, since the trees have trivial structure for r = 2. 
The Jordan decomposition of characters is compatible with blocks and 
induces graph isomorphisms of Brauer trees for cyclic blocks. This reduces 
the problem to one of constructing the projective indecomposable charac- 
ters in a cyclic block B where the non-exceptional characters of B are 
unipotent characters in the sense of Deligne and Lusztig. The projective 
indecomposable characters in such unipotent cyclic blocks are most readily 
constructed by Frobenius induction from proper subgroups. In the context 
of classical groups, this effectively means Harish-Chandra induction from 
subparabolic subgroups. Despite this relative paucity of means, the tree of 
B can be determined using combinatorial arguments on the partitions or 
symbols labeling the unipotent characters in B. In every case the tree has 
the form 
M....-.(YJ-*...- 
OL 02 ai T, 72 1, 
where the characters on one side of the exceptional vertex are distinguished 
from those on the other side by combinatorial properties of the partitions 
and symbols parametrizing them. 
In Section 1 we define the combinatorial notation of abacus diagrams for 
partitions and symbols that will be required. Section 2 states the basic 
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classification of characters of a classical group G into blocks. This 
classification is an analogue of the Nakayama theory of hooks and cores 
for blocks of the symmetric group. The basic properties of unipotent blocks 
B with cyclic defect groups are described in Section 3. We also give com- 
binatorial expressions for the ratios of the degrees of non-exceptional 
characters to the degrees of the exceptional characters in such a block. Sec- 
tion 4 contains the form of Harish-Chandra induction which will be used. 
Harish-Chandra induction will be used not only from subgroups of G to 
G, but also from G to larger classical groups containing G. Sections 5-8 
constitute the main part of this paper. The proof falls naturally into two 
cases depending on whether centralizers of r-elements in G contains a 
general linear group or a unitary group as a factor. The simpler case of a 
general linear factor is done in Section 5; the considerably more diflicult 
case of a unitary factor is done in Sections 6-8. One cause for the greater 
difficulty in the unitary case is that the partitions or symbols parametrizing 
the unipotent characters in B are not derived from the core of B in a 
manner compatible with Harish-Chandra induction. Nevertheless, the 
configurations are sufficiently rigid to determine the tree. Section 9 contains 
the general case of an arbitrary cyclic block and a complete list of the trees. 
Finally, in the appendix we give the exact relation between two para- 
metrizations of unipotent characters of U,(q) which appear in the work. 
This research was done in several stages. The authors should like to 
acknowledge the support of the NSF, the DFG project at Essen, the ENS 
of Paris, and the University of Manchester-UMIST Group Representation 
Symposium. 
1. PARTITIONS AND SYMBOLS 
Let N be the set of non-negative integers, and let n E N. We consider 
sequences (A,, ;L2, .. . . 2,) of integers from N with ;1,6 A2 6 ... < 1, and 
Cf= I Ai = n. Two such sequences (A,, &, . . . . A,), (;I;, ;1;, . . . . A:!) are equiva- 
lent if their non-zero components are the same. An equivalence class of 
sequences is then a partition 1 of n. A sequence (2,) II,, . . . . 1,) representing 
A determines a corresponding b-set, namely, X= {x1, x2, . . . . x, >, where 
xi = & + (i - 1). A hook v of X is a pair (y, x) of integers where 0 < y < x, 
y# X, and XE X. The length of v is e = x - y, the leg length of v is 
Iz E X: y < z < xl, and the residue of v modulo e is the residue class of 
x - t + 1 modulo e. We shall also say. v is an e-hook. These definitions 
correspond to the usual ones associated with the partition A. Indeed, v 
corresponds to the hook defined by the (i, J-node in the Young diagram 
of 2, where 
i= [ZEN: ZEX, ~2x1 and j= IZEN: z$X, zd yl. 
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The equivalence relation on sequences induces an equivalence relation 
on p-sets. Namely, two P-sets X= {x1, x2, . . . . xI}, X’ = {x’, xi, . . . . x;!> are 
equivalent if, say d = t’ - t > 0, and 
1 x;, 4, . . . . x;,} = (0, 1, . . . . d- 1, x, + d, . . . . x, + d). 
We may write this as X’ = [0, d- l] u (X+ d). Then (y, x) H 
( y + d, x + d) defines a bijection from hooks of X to hooks of X’ preserving 
lengths, leg lengths, and residues. 
Let II be a partition of n, X a b-set for i, and e a positive integer. Following 
James [9], we arrange the non-negative integers in the array 
0 1 2 . . . e-l 
e e+l e+2 ... 2e-1 
2e 2e + 1 2e + 2 ... 3e - 1 (1.1) 
and consider the columns as runners of an abacus. The column containing 
i for 0 < i < e - 1 will be called the ith runner of the abacus. The integers 
i, i + e, i + 2e, . . . on the ith runner label positions 0, 1, 2... on that runner. 
Placing a bead at the place x of (1.1) for each x E X gives the abacus 
diagram of X. 
If v = (y, x) is an e-hook of X, then X, = ( y } u X\{x} is a /?-set for a 
partition A i of n - e. We say that 1 i, X, are gotten from I, X by removing 
v, or equivalently, that 2, X are gotten from A,, X, by adding v. The abacus 
diagram of X, is then gotten from that of X by moving the bead at x up. 
one position on its runner. The e-core of X is the unique p-set X, obtained 
from X by successively removing e-hooks as often as possible. Thus there 
is a finite sequence X= X0, X,, Xz, . . . . X,, = X, of p-sets such that each is 
obtained from the preceding one by removing an e-hook and such that X, 
has no e-hooks. The partition 1, represented by X, is also called the 
e-core of A, and 1, is uniquely determined by i. 
A hook v = (y, x) of length divisible by e is said to be on the ith runner 
if x is on the ith runner. In particular, hooks of length divisible by e are 
on the same runner if and only if they have the same residue modulo e. 
Suppose hooks of length divisible by e and residue j modulo e are on the 
i,th runner. Let Yj = {j: je + i E X}, and let pi be the partition represented 
by the p-set Yj. The e-quotient of 1 is the ordered sequence 
(pi,, pLil, .. . . pi,_,). In particular, the e-quotient of 1, is (pO, pl, . . . . I*,- ,) if 
1x1~ 1 (mod e). 
A symbol n = (X, Y} is an unordered pair of sets X= {x,, x2, . . . . x,} 
and Y= (Y,, y,, . . . . yb} of non-negative integers, called the rows of A. The 
symbol is a ?generate if X = Y, and two copies of each degenerate symbol 
481,13l’l-13 
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are introduced. Two symbols /1= {X, Y} and A’ = {X’, Y’} are equivalent 
if 
X’=[O,d-l]u(X+d) and Y’=[O,d-l]u(Y+d), 
or 
X=[O,d-l]u(X’+d) and Y=[O,d-l]u(Y’+d) 
for some integer d 3 0. The rank and defect of ,4, defined respectively by 
rk(n)= c x+ 1 y- 
XEX 
def(A)=lIXl-IYII, 
are invariants of equivalence classes of symbols. 
r] will be a fixed parameter taking values 1 or - 1. A hook v of a symbol 
,4 = (X, Y} is a pair (JJ, x) of integers where 0 < y < X, and 
y$X, XEX or Y$Y,XEY if q=l, 
yq!Y,x~X or Y$‘x XE y if q=-1. 
We shall call e =x- y the length of v and say that v is an e-hook. The 
symbol A’ = {X’, Y’} gotten from (1 by deleting x from its row and insert- 
ing y into the same or the other row according as r] = 1 or q = - 1, is said 
to be gotten by removing v. Equivalently, /1 is said to be gotten from A’ by 
adding v. We shall also call hooks for the case q = 1 linear hooks, hooks for 
the case q = - 1 cross hooks. If ,4’ is degenerate, both copies of A’ are 
considered as gotten from n by removing v. Let e be a fixed positive 
integer. The e-core /i, of n is the symbol gotten from n by successively 
removing e-hooks as often as possible. Thus there is a sequence /1= 
&I, A,, ..., A,, = /Ice of symbols such that each is obtained from the 
preceding one by removing an e-hook and such that A, has no e-hooks. 
If .4, is degenerate and A,, #A,, both copies of A, are considered as the 
e-core of A. 
The abacus diagram of a symbol n = {X, Y) is obtained by associating 
the rows of n with the columns of the array 
0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
(1.2) 
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say, X with the first column and Y with the second, and then placing a 
bead at the place x of the first column for each XE X, and a bead at the 
place y of the second column for each YE Y. Let x be a position in the 
array. If q = 1. The e-truck of x is the set of positions x’ in the column of 
x such that (x’ - x)/e is an integer. If u = - 1, the e-truck of x is the zigzag 
set of positions x’ in the column of x such that (x’ - x)/e is an even integer 
and positions x” in the other column such that (x” - x)/e is an odd integer. 
So if A’ is gotten from ,4 by removing an e-hook v = (y, x), then the abacus 
diagram of A’ is gotten from that of /i by moving the bead at x up one 
position on its track. In particular, A has no e-hooks if and only if beads 
come before spaces on all e-tracks. 
2. LABELING OF CHARACTERS 
Let V be a symplectic, orthogonal, or unitary space over a finite field k 
of odd characteristic p, where Ikl = q if V is a symplectic or orthogonal 
space, and Ikl = q* if V is a unitary space. Let G be the isometry group 
ZO( I’) if V is a unitary space or an orthogonal space of odd dimension, and 
let G be the conformal isometry group JO( I’) if I/ is a symplectic or 
orthogonal space of even dimension. Thus G is one of the groups U,(q), 
S02n+l(q), C,@,,(q), or CSO;,(q). In addition, let I/* be a vector space 
over k related to V as follows: 
V dim V V* dim V* 
unitary n unitary n 
symplectic 2n orthogonal 2n + 1 
orthogonal 2n + 1 symplectic 2n 
orthogonal 2n orthogonal 2n 
In the first and last cases V and V* are isometric spaces. If V* is a unitary 
or symplectic space, let K: Z,( V*) + Z,,( V*) be the identity mapping, and 
G* = ZO( V*). If V* is an orthogonal space, let n: D,( V*) + Zo( V*) be the 
natural surjection of the special Clifford group D,( V*) onto I,,( V*), and 
G* = D,( V*). We call G* a dual group of G. 
Let F be an algebraic closure of k. We shall define a subset 9 of k[X] 
to serve as elementary divisors of semisimple elements of G and G*, and 
integers e, for Z in 9 to serve as hook lengths in the block theory: 
(1) Suppose V is a unitary space. To each manic polynomial A in 
k[X] with non-zero roots w in F corresponds a manic polynomial 2 in 
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k[X] with roots w-~. Moreover, d = A if and only if A has odd degree d 
and the roots w of A have order dividing qd + 1. Let 9 = %i u 4, where 
%i = {A: A is manic, irreducible, A # X, A = a}, 
4 = {Ad”: A is manic, irreducible, A # X, A # d”). 
We call polynomials in 9, unitary, and polynomials in 4 linear. The 
degree d,- of a polynomial r in % is odd or even according as f is unitary 
or linear. Let 
ii,= di- if r~% 
+4- if r~%~ 
and let e, be the smallest positive integer i such that 
(U(i, q”)l = 0 (mod r) if r~%r 
IGL(i, q”‘)) E 0 (mod r) if rE%*. 
In particular, e,- , is the order of -q modulo r. 
(2) Suppose V is a symplectic or orthogonal space. To each manic 
polynomial A in k[X] with non-zero roots w in F corresponds a manic 
polynomial A* in k[X] with roots w-l. Let % =%Ou% u%*, where 
%={A:Aismonic,irreducible,A#X,A#X_+l,andA=A*}, 
%*= {AA*: A is manic, irreducible, A#X, A#X+l, and A#A*}. 
We call polynomials in Fl unitary, and polynomials in 4 linear. The 
degree dr of a polynomial r in % is odd or even according as re %O or 
r+Fo. Let 
6,= d,- 
if rEFo 
fdi- if rd+q 
and let e, be the smallest positive integer i such that 
q*t-100 (mod r) if rep0 
1 U(i, qhr)l 3 0 (mod r) if r~%~ 
IGL(i, qsf)( = 0 (mod r) if reF2. 
In particular, e,_ i, e,, , are the orders of q* modulo r. 
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Given a semisimple lement s of G*, let X(S) = n, X(S),- be the primary 
decomposition of n(s), V* = C, V:(s) the corresponding orthogonal 
decomposition of V*, and m,(s) the multiplicity of r as an elementary 
divisor of n(s). If V is a unitary space, let Y,-(s) = {partitions 1, of m,(s)}. 
If V is a symplectic or orthogonal space, let 
!Py(s) = {symbols 1, of rank [{m,(s)] } for l-E&, 
Y,(S) = (partitions A, of m,(s)} for rEY,:,uq. 
Moreover, the following conditions are imposed on the symbols 1, in 
Yr(s) for r~9$: 
(1) def(l,) is odd if V:(s) is a symplectic or an odd-dimensional 
orthogonal space. 
(2) def(2,) - 2 (mod 4) if V;(s) is an even-dimensional orthogonal 
space of type - 1. 
(3) def(A,) = 0 (mod 4) if V:(s) is an even-dimensional orthogonal 
space of type 1, and both copies of degenerate symbols are in P,(s). 
As usual, symbols may be replaced by equivalent symbols. Finally, we let 
be the set of sequences (I,), where Are Y,(S). 
The irreducible characters of G have been classified in [ 10, 111 in the 
form xS,*, where s runs over representatives for the semisimple conjugacy 
elements of G* and 1 E Y(s). The main steps of this parametrization are as 
follows: 
(1) The irreducible characters of G are partitioned into disjoint 
geometric conjugacy classes LI (SI &(G, (s)) parametrized by the semisimple 
conjugacy classes (s) of G*. The geometric conjugacy class d(G, (s)) 
consists of the constituents of Deligne-Lusztig characters of the form R>,, 
where T’ is a maximal torus of G* containing s. 
(2) A bijection YS: b(G, (s)) + b(C,. (s)*, (1)) is established, where 
C,,(s)* is a dual group of C,.(S), such that 
Moreover, there exists a sign E, depending only on G* and s such that 
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for any x~,~ E b(G, (3)) and any maximal torus T’ of G* containing s. Here 
R>, and R& are the Deligne-Lusztig characters of G and C,.(s)* defined 
respectively by the pair (T’, s) of G* and the pair (T’, 1) of C,*(s). 
(3) A bijection is established between d(C,. (s)*, (1)) and F(s). 
We give formulas for the degrees of the unipotent characters of G. 
(1) Suppose G is a unitary group. Let 1= (A,, &, . . . . A,) be a parti- 
tion of n, where 2, < 2, Q ‘. . d A,. Then 
Xl,n(l)=h.(d ii (d-(-l)‘)9 
i= I 
(2.2) 
where 
do.1 
D,(q) = n, (ql’ve ( _ 1)““)’ 
d(l) = cj (t-j) Ajzi, v runs over the hooks of il, and Z(v) is the length of v. 
(2) Suppose G is a symplectic or an. orthogonal group. Let /1 E Y’(l), 
where ,4 = {X, Y}, X= {x,, x2, . . . . x,}, and Y= {yr, y,, . . . . yb}. Let 
where c=[(a+b-1)/2] if X#Y, c=a=b if X= Y, f=(“‘i-*)+ 
( O+i-‘)+ . . . . and 
wa2)= n (ir (42h-l)) 
XEX h=l 
for any subset X of non-negative integers. By [ 10, (2.&l)] 
xJ1) = D,(q) IG : Z(G)I,,. 
3. BLOCKS WITH CYCLIC DEFECT GROUPS 
(2.4) 
By [6, (12A), (13C)], the r-blocks B,,, of G are parametrized by pairs 
(s, X), where s runs over representatives for the semisimple r’conjugacy 
classes of G* and X is the r-core of an element in y(s). The parametriza- 
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tion of blocks and characters of G can be chosen so that an irreducible 
character x,,~ is in B,, if and only if 
(1) the r’-part of t is conjugate to s in G*, 
(2) the r-part of t is in a dual defect group of Bs,x, 
(3) The r-core of 2 is a subset of X. 
We recall that the dual defect groups of B,, form a conjugacy class of 
r-subgroups of G* isomorphic to the defect groups of B,,. The r-core of 
I = (A,) is 
{K = (ICY): rcr is an e,-code of A,}, 
where the parameter q in the definition of the e,--core of a symbol L, is 
determined by the congruence qdrer E q (mod r). In particular, the r-core of 
A is a set with 1, 2, or 4 elements. 
Let B=B,, be a cyclic block of G, that is, a block with cyclic defect 
group, (R, b) a maximal B-subpair, and e, = IN( R, b) : C(R)\ the inertial 
index of B. By [ 1, Theorem 1, Part 11, B has e, non-exceptional characters 
and (PI - lYeB exceptional characters. If IRI > r, or if (R( = r and 
eB < r - 1, then the non-exceptional characters in B are the r-rational 
irreducible characters in B. If (R( = r and eB = r - 1, then all irreducible 
characters in B are r-rational, and any character in B may be designated 
as the exceptional character of B. We may suppose the non-exceptional 
characters of B are in d(G, (s)), the exceptional characters of B are in 
II, d(G, (sy)), where y runs over non-identity elements in a dual defect 
group centralizing s. This follows from the following result: 
(3A) Let T’ be a maximal torus of G*, s an r’-element of T’, and y 
an r-element of T’. Suppose y’ 4 y in C,.(s) for some c relatively prime 
to r. Then 
(1) R-h is r-rational, and all irreducible constituents of R$ are 
r-rational. 
(2) Ry. is not r-rational, and no irreducible constituent of Ry, is 
r-rational. 
Proof Let T be a maximal torus of G such that T’ z Hom( T, 0: ), and 
let s, y correspond respectively to the characters <, r in Hom(T, Q; ), so 
that R$, = R$, Ry, = Ry. For any Galois automorphism IJ of 0, fixing r’th 
roots of unity, 
(R;,)O = (Ri,)” = Ry) = R’ = R” 
T T” 
since the values of [ are r’th roots of unity. Thus RG, is r-rational. Let x 
be an irreducible constituent of R;.. We claim (x”, R&) = (x, R’,.,) for all 
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R&, where t is a semisimple lement of G* and T” is a maximal torus of 
G* containing t. Indeed, (x”, R&) = (x, R’,,,) = 0 if t 4 s in G*, since xb 
is a constituent of (R”,,)” = R>.. On the other hand, 
(x”, R”,.) = (x”, (R&)6) = (x, R$)== (x, R”,.), 
so the claim holds. But then x0=x by [ll, (4.23)], so (1) holds. Now 
suppose rr is a Galois automorphism of 0, fixing r’th roots of unity such 
that r” = t’. Then 
(Ry,)” = (RF)” = R’;-5’ = R$ 
Since sy and sy’ are not conjugate in G*, (Ry.)” # Ry, and R$ is not 
r-rational. If x is any irreducible constituent of Ry,, then x” E &‘(G, (sy’)) 
since (x”, R$) = (x, R$‘,)’ # 0, so x” # x and (2) holds. 
The elementary divisor of the cyclic block B is the unique r~9 such 
that the following hold: If x~,~ is a non-exceptional character of B and 
1= (A,), then A, has an e,-hook if and only if d = IY Moreover, 2, has a 
unique erhook, and removing this e, hook gives the ercore of 2,. 
(3B) Let B = B,X be a cyclic block of G with inertial index e, and 
elementary divisor f. Let K~ be the r-component of K in X. If V is a 
unitary space, then eB = e,. If V is a symplectic or orthogonal space, then 
for TE & and a non-degenerate icy 
for r~& and a degenerate ur 
for REP, ~9~. 
ProoJ [Bn b(G, (s))l is the number of 1” in Y(s) such that i, has 
e,-core K,-. If V is a symplectic or orthogonal space and f E &, then there 
are 2e, or e, possibilities for 2, according as K~ is non-degenerate or 
degenerate, so (3B) holds. We note 1, is never degenerate since 1, has a 
unique eFhook. In the remaining cases of (3B) there are e, possibilities for 
2 r* 
A block of G of the form B, X is called unipotent. For the rest of this 
section, B = B, X is a cyclic unipotent block, e = e,- , , and elements in X 
are identified with their (X- 1)-components. Thus X consists of a parti- 
tion, a non-degenerate symbol, or a pair of degenerate symbols. 
Case 1. Suppose V is a unitary space, so -q has order e modulo r. Let 
K be the partition in X, and X= {xi, x2, . . . . xk} a corresponding /?-set. We 
may suppose each runner in the abacus diagram of X contains beads by 
replacing X by an equivalent B-set. Let pi, pz...pe be the last beads on the 
e runners of the diagram, arranged so that p, > p2 > . . . > p,. In particular, 
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IXE X: pi<x <p,+el = i- 1. The partitions K,, gotten by adding the 
hooks (pi, pi + e) to IC label the non-exceptional characters in B. Let 
Cl, %, ..., oS and z,, z2, . . . . z, be the subsequences of p’s having one or the 
other parity. If p iS a (T or a t, we write K, or K, for K~. In addition, we 
write xP for x~+, x0 for xl,KO, x7 for x,,~~, and xexc for an exceptional 
character in B. 
(3C) Let V be a unitary space, and let xp,, xexc be as above. Then 
s= n qP,-P,-(f-l)“,-P, n qP,- ’~:‘~)P,-Pt. P,< PI PI> PI 
Proof: (2.1) and (2.2) imply that 
since 
x,,(l)=QJl) fI (4'-(-l)'), 
j= I 
D,(q) n n--e 
x,x,(1 I= qp+qJI+I (4i-(-l~‘)ilJl (cl-(-l)‘). 
Let Y= (yl, Y,, . . . . yk} be the b-set corresponding to K,~. If pI =x,, then 
i 
x1 for j<cc andj>,cr+i 
Y, = x,+ 1 for MQj<a-ti-1 
x,+e for j=cc+i-1. 
In particular, 
d(Kp,)-d(K)= i (k-j)(Yj-Xj) 
,=I 
=(k-(N+i-l))(x,+e-xX+,-,) 
z+i-2 
+ C (k-j)(xj+l-xj) 
j=a 
t-l 
=(k-(cl+i-l))e+ 1 (x,+~-x,) 
j= 1 
i- I 
=jg, (Pj-PiI9 
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where the last equality holds, since p, - pi= (x,+j’ -x,) + (pi - X, +j’) for 
a unique element x,, j, in the interval (pi, pi + e) and k - (tl+ i - 1) = 
IxEX: x>x,+e(. Now 
D,,(q) q~(%,)--d(~) 
-= 
n qP’-x-(-l)P,-x 
D,(q) qe-(-l)PX<p,,X$X qpl+e--x-(-l)Pl+e--x 
X 
n 
PI -c x -=c P, + e, x $ x 
qf,+e--x- ;- 1y,+e--x 
(3C) now follows, since the factors indexed by x E X, grouped together by 
the runners of pi for 1 < j 6 i - 1, have product 
while the factors indexed by x $X, grouped together by the runners of pi 
for j b i + 1, have product 
j>;, qPl-Pi-f-l)PI-P/ 
(3D) Let I/be a unitary space, and let x,,, x7,, xexc be as above. Then 
xc%(l) _ L,(l) = 1 
~,~,(l)-x,~,(l) e 
X%(l) 
(mod r). 
_ L,(l) 
x.,+,urx,,+,u)= -l 
Proof: Fix pi, and for pj # pi, let zj be the unique integer in the interval 
(p,, pi + e) such that zj= pj (mod e). If j< i- 1, then 
qpl ~pn (-q)PrP 
9 
P,-P,_(_l)P,-PI~(_q)P,--P1-l 
= (-4)*~-p’ 
- (-q)“-P’- 1 
(mod r). 
-1 
E 
(-q)P’-i/- 1 
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Ifj>i+ 1, then 
1 (- l)“‘-P/ 
4 P~-P,_(_l)PI-Ppi~(-q)PI--Pi_l 
= (-l)“‘-” 
(mod r). 
- ( -q)P’-“- 1’ 
Since pi- zj runs over representatives of the non-zero residue classes 
modulo e, 
e- 1 
fl ((-4)“-q-l)= n ((-q)h-l)=(-l)e-‘e (modr), 
j#i h=l 
where the last congruence follows by setting X= 1 in the formal derivative 
of X’ - 1 (mod r). Hence by (3C) 
$=[n (-l)PE-P~](-l)e-i~ (modr). 
jri e 
(3.1) 
In particular, 
b,(l) = 1 
~(1) e 
(mod r). 
Suppose pP=peelE ‘.. = pePu+ 1 (mod 2), but pe & peeu (mod 2). Then 
L”(l) - 
XeXC(l) - [ 
n (-l)Pe-.-PJ (-l)“! 
j>e-u 1 e 
(mod r). 
The first part of (3D) now holds, since (p,, pee,} = {os, z,). Suppose 
Pi, Pi+” are any two terms such that pi = pi+ v (mod 2), pi & p, (mod 2) for 
i<j< i+o. By (3.1) 
x (1) Ls 
[ 
n(-l)Pl-P/ n 
XPr+o(l) jri 
(-l)Pl+u-P/ (-1)” 
j>i+v 1 
= 
[ 
n (-1) (-1)” 
i-cj<i+v 1 
,(-lpJ-1. 
(mod r). 
So the second part of (3D) also holds. 
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Case 2. Suppose V is a symplectic or orthogonal space, so q2 has order 
e modulo r. Let q = i 1 be defined by qe z q (mod r), and let ,4 = {X, Y} 
be a symbol in X. We may assume that d= 1x1 - 1 YI > 0 and that each 
e-track of the abacus diagram of A contains beads. Let gi, e2, . . . . cs be 
the beads in X which are last on their e-tracks, arranged so that 
cr, > cr2 > ... > crs. Similarly, let z,, r2, . . . . z, be the beads in Y which are 
last on their e-tracks, arranged so that ri > z2 > . . . > r,. The symbols A,, 
AT, gotten from A by adding the e-hooks (ci, ai+ e), (r,, rj+ e) for 
1 6 i < s, for 1 d j 6 t, respectively, label the non-exceptional characters in 
B. We write x0, for x,,~,, xr, for I~,~, and xexc for an exceptional character 
in B. 
I 
(3E) Let V be a symplectic or an orthogonal space, and let A, s, t be 
defined as above. 
(1) If A is non-degenerate, then s=t=e for q=l; s=e+d, 
t=e-dfor q= -1. 
(2) If A is degenerate, then s = t = e. 
ProoJ: Only the case A is non-degenerate and YI = - 1 requires proof. 
We proceed by induction on the rank of A. The assumption 1x1 B 1 YI 
implies s > 1. If t = 0, then the last bead on each e-track is in X, so that 
d= e, s = 2e. So we may suppose t 2 1. Suppose gi > rj + e for some i, j. 
Then the symbol A’ = {X’, Y’} obtained from A by removing the linear 
hook (TV + e, ai) on X is its own e-core, and IX’1 - 1 Y’I = d. Moreover, if s’, 
t’ are defined for A’ as s, t were for A, then s’ = s, t’ = t, and (1) holds by 
induction. So we may suppose rrid r, + e, and likewise tjd a,+ e, for all 
i, j. Hence 
tl -e -c gi < 7, + e, o,-ee7j<o,+e (3.2) 
for all i, j. But then ci= C-J- i - 1, 7j=7,/_,-l for l<i<s, l<j<t, and 
(1) easily follows. 
(3F) Let V be a symplectic or an orthogonal space, and let xv,, x exe 
be as above. Then 
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according as n is non-degenerate or degenerate. A similar formula holds 
for x~,UYxexcU). 
Proof By (2.3) and (2.4) 
x,,(l)= IG: -W+D,,,,,U), 
xexc(l) = 
PI,* IG*(Y)*l,, 
ICC?* (Y)*l,, Iw,*(Y)*l,~ .DA(qL 
where xexc E a( G, ( y)). Thus 
We may suppose /i is non-degenerate; the argument is similar when n is 
degenerate xcept for the additional factor 2 in D,,,(q)/D, (4). Then 
(3.3) 
where 
i 
IxEX: x>cil +JxEX: x>oi+el 
w(ai)= lXEX: 
if q=l 
x>oil + IyE Y: y>oi+el if q=-1. 
Let m,, n, be non-negative integers for 1 6 u < S, 1 d u d t such that 
m,e $ cru < (m, + l)e, n,e 6 7” < (n, + 1)e 
The product of factors indexed by XCX, YE Y over the e-track of oi is 
fi 
k=l 
““,‘: I ;;,k+$“*,;*’ = q(m, +;l’--,“w + 1, 
the product over the e-track of cU for u # i is 
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and the product over the e-track of z, is 
ii” c~,+e+~k+I~r,-ke 
k=O 
q*z + ,.,kq7, - ke 9 u,-7”+(n,+l)e+p+l 
0,-T” + 1 if 5,<cri 4 
= 1 - cfc - =I 4 o,-T”+(n‘+l)P+v”,+l 4 ‘“co’+ 1 if 7,> ce 
The numbers (m, + 1) e - (TV, (n, + 1) e - t, for ldu<s, l,<u<& run 
over { 1, 2, . . . . e) twice. If (m, + 1) e - gU = (m,. + 1) e - ou, for distinct U, u’, 
then q = - 1 and m, & m,, (mod 2). Similarly, if (n, + 1) e-r, = 
(n,, + 1) e - r,, for distinct u, u’, then q = - 1 and n, & n,. (mod 2). On the 
other hand, if (m, + 1) e - (T, = (n, + 1) e-r,, then m, = n, (mod 2). Thus 
fJ”Il (qa,-~u+(m.+l)e-~m.+l)(qa,-r,+(n”+l)e+q”L.+,) 
=hQ, (Pt+h)- 1). 
The two sides of the (3F) then differ at most by a sign, so they are the 
same. 
(3G) Let V be a symplectic or an orthogonal space, and let x,, xr,, 
xexc be as above. Then 
x,,(l) x,(l) 1 
s-z - 
x,,+,(l) XT,+,(l) 
(mod r) 
1 x,,(l) _ L,(l) 1 
xexcurx.xc(l)=~ Or e 
(mod r) 
according as A is non-degenerate or degenerate. In particular, x0, is linked 
to x,,, in the Brauer tree only if igi (mod 2), x7, is linked to xT,, only if 
j$j’ (mod 2), and xCI, or x9 is linked to the exceptional vertex only if 
i-s (mod 2) orj= t (mod 2). 
Proof We suppose A is non-degenerate as before. In (3.3) 
4 u’+p- wx 
- 43 
9 
qu’Lqx = 
n+e+rj+qY= 
qv + qy -yI 
(mod r) 
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whenever x, y are not on the e-track of (TV. Moreover, 
(3Eh 
fj (42’“‘+h)-1)E(-l)e--l, 
h=l,a,+h#(m,+l)e 
195 
as in the proof of 
(mod r). 
Thus 
SE+1) q w(,J,)+e~l Ixl+(Yl-(m,+l)~~ 
h+lk-~m,+l 
4q 
2(m,+l)e 
-1) 
=(-1) w(o,)+e-1 d-m,-1. 
1 
v 
4q cm,+ l)e + qn,+ 1) 
(mod r), (3.4) 
‘$4) o(o,) + e - I d ?Y 
where d is the defect of ,4. We claim ~(a,) & ~(a,+ 1) (mod 2). Indeed, if 
q= 1, then 
o(a,)z IxEX: ai<x<a,+el =i- 1 (mod 2) 
Similarly, ~(a,, 1) = i (mod 2). So the claim follows. If q = - 1, then 
o(ai+,)-o(ai)=JxEX: ai+l<xfai( 
+(yEY:a,+,+e<y<a,+eJ (mod 2). 
Since the mapping x H x + e is a bijection of {x E XX,, 1 < x < ui> onto 
{ y E Y: cri+ 1 + e -C y < oi + e}, the claim follows. Thus by (3.4) 
x.%(l) - 
xo,+,ur l (mod r). 
Now o(o,)=O (mod 2). Indeed, if q = 1, then o(cl) =O; if q = -1, then 
xc*x+e is a bijection of (xEX: x>G,} onto {KEY: y>o,+e}, and 
w(a,) s 0 (mod 2). Thus 
z=k(-I)‘-‘qd (modr) 
by (3.4). Since s = e for q = 1 and s = e + d for q = - 1, in both cases 
-’ X%(l) 
xe,,(l)-2e 
(mod r) 
follows. The statements on x,( 1) are similarly proved. 
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4. HARISH-CHANDRA INDUCTION 
For the rest of this paper 6 = 2 or 1 according as V is or is not a unitary 
space. Let G= U,(q), SOZn+l(q) or CSp,,(q), or CSO&(q), and let w, c be 
non-negative integers such that n - &v = $c(c + l), c(c + l), or c2, respec- 
tively. In addition, let d = c, d = 2c + 1, d = 2c, respectively. We fix a flag 
of isotropic subspaces Ui of dimension i, and a Levi subgroup L, of the 
stabilizer of 3. The choice of w implies L, has a unique unipotent cuspidal 
character [. Let E,(G, (1)) be the Harish-Chandra family of unipotent 
characters of G occuring in R:,(i). Since the centralizer algebra of RF,([) 
is a Hecke algebra of type C, or D,,., the characters in &(G, (1)) are 
parametrized by the irreducible characters of a Weyl group W of type C, 
or D,, and type D, occurs if and only if G = CSO,f,(q) and c = 0. More 
generally, for each subflag (ti of 5, let L, be a Levi subgroup of the stabi- 
lizer of 8, and &(Lo, (1)) the set of unipotent characters of L, occuring 
in Rz (c). The characters in t$(L6, (1)) are parametrized by the irreducible 
characters of a corresponding parabolic subgroup W, of W. Now 
W, = W,,, x S,, x S,, x . . . x St,, where W,,, is a Weyl group of type C, 
or D,, S,, is a symmetric group of degree t.j, and w = w0 + xi t,. So 
irreducible characters 4 of W, are labeled by sequences 
(CK PI, CL13 P2> ...3 PC) (4.1) 
consisting of a pair [or, /?I of partitions with Jtll + I/?/ = wO, and partitions 
pj of tj for 1 < j 6 u. Here [a, b] = (a, /?) is ordered if W,,, is of type C,,, 
[cr, p] = {do, /?} is unordered if W, 0 is of type D,,. The sequences (4.1) will 
also label the characters x in &(L,, (1)) corresponding to the 4. 
Let (5 s 8’. We may suppose L,, < L, and W,, < W,. If x’ in 
&(L,., (l)), x in gd(L,, (1)) are parametrized respectively by the charac- 
ters 4 of W,., 4 of W,, then 
(CT, R2.W)) = (4, Ind l$(4’)) (4.2) 
by the Howlett-Lehrer comparison theorem [7, (5.9)]. The following two 
situations arise often in later sections. 
(A) Suppose 4, 4 have labels ([a’, P’l, 14, A, -., A), ([a, PI, 
PI, p2, . . . . p,), respectively, where all pi.; pj are the trivial partition of 1. 
For W of type C,, (4, Ind 2, (4’)) # 0 if and only if we can add a sequence 
of l-hooks to get CI from a’, /3 from fi’. For W of type D, and tl# /% 
(4, Ind z,(#‘)) # 0 if and only if we can add a sequence of l-hooks to get 
a from cx’, /? from fi’, or alternatively, CI from B’, b from a’. The claim for 
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type C, follows from the Littlewood-Richardson rule. To prove the claim 
for type D,, we embed W,., W, as subgroups of index 2 in Weyl groups 
&, fV, of type ewe,, C,,. Let i be an irreducible character of @‘, 
covering 4 so that $ has label (CI, /I) or (& a). Then 
if and only if 
(6, Ind$$(@)) = (6, Ind~.(Ind$(4’))) # 0. 
(B) Suppose $‘, 4 have labels ([a’, /I’], $,), [a, 81, respectively, 
where cl; is a hook partition of tl of leg length h. For W of type C,, 
(4, Ind z,(@)) # 0 if and only if we can add a hook 0 to a’ to get a, and 
a hook z to /I’ to get /?. Here the sum of the lengths of G and T is t 1, the 
sum of their leg lengths is h or h - 1, and if one hook is empty, the other 
has leg length h. For W of type D,, and a #/I, (4, Ind$,(&)) # 0 if and 
only if the preceding conditions hold, or the preceding conditions with a’ 
and j3’ interchanged hold. These claims follow from [S, 21.31 and the 
arguments used in the previous case. 
The pair [a, /I] in (A) and (B) can be encoded in a symbol pO= {X, Y>. 
For a symplectic or an orthogonal group, the symbol is the one given in 
[ 10, Section 31 by Lusztig. Namely X, Y are b-sets for a, b, respectively, 
such that 1x1 - 1 YI = d, where d = 2c + 1 in a symplectic group, d = 2c in an 
orthogonal group. For a unitary group, X, Y are p-sets for a, /?, respec- 
tively, such that Y contains the interval [0, c - l] and 1x1 - 1 Yl = 1. 
Similarly, the pair [a’, /I’] can be encoded in a symbol &, = {X’, Y’ }, and 
this can be done so that (XI + 1 YI = Ix’1 + I Y’I. Then (A) and (B) can be 
expressed as follows: 
(A’) Suppose &, 4 have labels (& pi, . . . . &), (pO, pl, . . . . p,), where 
A= {X’, Y’>, PO= {K y> are symbols and the &, ,uj are the trivial 
partition of 1 for j’> 1, j> 1. Suppose IX’1 + I Y’l = 1x1 + ) YI, and p. is 
non-degenerate. Then (4, Ind$,(&)) # 0 if and only if p. can be gotten 
from &, by adding a sequence of linear l-hooks. 
(B’) Suppose #‘, 4 have labels (&, pi), po, where &= {X’, Y’}, 
p. = {X, Y) are symbols and p; is a hook partition of t, of leg 
length h. Suppose JX’I + ) Y’I = 1x1 + / YI and p. is non-degenerate. Then 
(4, Ind $,(#‘)) # 0 if and oly if p. can be gotten from /.&, by adding one 
linear hook to each row of &. Here the sum of the lengths of the hooks 
is t,, the sum of their leg lengths is h or h - 1, and if one of the hooks is 
empty, the other is pL;. 
In the case of a unitary group, the symbol p. = {X, Y} encoding [a, fl] 
has additional significance. The ordered pair (a, j3) parametrizes a uni- 
481 131 1-14 
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potent character of the component L,,, of L, corresponding to W,,,. Since 
L 6,0 = U,,(q), where n, = n - Cj 2rj, this character is also parametrized 
by a partition I,, of rtO. Let Z,, Z, be the sets of integers defined by the 
conditions 
x= zo, Y=[O,d-l]u(Z,+d) if d is even 
x=z,, Y=[O,d-2]u(Z,+d-1) if d is odd. 
(4.3) 
Then 
z= (2i: iEZ,} u {2i+ 1: iEZij (4.4) 
is a B-set of odd cardinality for 1,. This is proved in the appendix. In par- 
ticular, if 2; is the analogous partition corresponding to (a’, a’) in situation 
(A), then (4, Ind$,(#‘)) # 0 if and only if 1, can be gotten from & by 
adding a sequence of 2-hooks. 
The language of symbols and abacus diagrams will be used in the next 
three sections of the paper for the symplectic, the orthogonal, and the 
unitary cases. When G is the unitary group, we may also replace symbol ho 
by the symbol n = {Z,, Z,}. This replacement of (4.3) by (4.4) does not 
affect the descriptions in (A’), (B’), since Harish-Chandra induction 
involves only the characters in LI, &(L,, (1)) for a fixed d. In using A it 
will be convenient to use the numbers in Z as names of the elements of 
Z,, ZI. We illustrate this by an example. Suppose cr, cr’ are even integers 
with (T E Z, c’ $ Z, rs - (T’ = 2k > 0. So r~ and a’ correspond to a bead and 
a space k positions apart on a runner of the abacus diagram of /1. We then 
speak of moving a up k positions to a’ to mean that the bead is moved up 
k positions to the space. 
5. UNIPOTENT BLOCKS, PART I 
We assume in this section that one of the following holds: 
(1) V is a unitary space and e is even. 
(2) V is a symplectic or orthogonal space and r divides qe- 1. 
Let B=B,,, be a cyclic unipotent block of G. We follow the notation of 
Section 3 for the labeling of the non-exceptional characters of B. In 
Case (1) we set e = 25 Let K be the unique partition in X. The partitions 
gotten by adding an e-hook to K are of 2 types: K,,, K~*, . . . . K,,, where ai 
is even, and K,~, K=~, . . . . K=~, where ri is odd. Let Z be a P-set corresponding 
to K with IZI odd and 0, 1, . . . . e - 1 in Z. If ,4 is the symbol {X, Y} 
defined by 
X= {i: 2iE Z>, Y= {i: 2i+ 1 EZ}, 
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and if A,, II,, are the analogous symbols derived from K,,, rc,,, then /i, 
and A,, are gotten from n by adding linear f-hooks to X, Y, respectively. 
In Case (2) we set e =J The parameter q = 1, and X consists of a non- 
degenerate symbol or a pair of degenerate symbols. Let n = {X, Y} be a 
symbol in X with 0, 1, . . . . e- 1 in X and Y. Let A,,, A,,, . . . . A,,, be the 
symbols gotten from n by adding a linear f-hook to X, and A,,, A,,, . . . . AT, 
the symbols gotten from /i by adding a linear f-hook to Y. 
(5A) The Brauer tree of B is 
+.--+...@.-..-~-....~ if n is non-degenerate 
UL 02 fJe TP 72 ?I 
+--@...M if /i is degenerate. 
0, 02 UP 
ProoJ We may supposef > 1 since the case f = 1 is trivial by (3D) and 
(3G). We consider flags 
8:oculcvf, 6,‘: 0 c Uf, 8”: oc v,, 
where U,, Ur have dimensions 1, f, respectively, and their corresponding 
Levi subgroups L = L,, L’ = L,,, L” = L,... The unipotent character 8 of 
L labeled by (4 pL1, p2), where 1~~ is the trivial partition of 1 and p2 is the 
hook partition of f - 1 of leg length i - 1, is projective, so R:(8) is a 
projective character of G. Since R:(0) = Rz.(Ri’(B)), it follows by the 
Littlewood-Richardson rule [8, (21.3)] that (i) the irreducible constituents 
of Ri’(O) are labeled by (A, ,I), where ,I is a hook partition off of leg 
length i - 1, a hook partition off of leg length i, or a non-hook partition 
off, (ii) the irreducible constituents of B in R:(O) are x0,, x0,+,, x7,, x~,,,. 
By (3D) and (3G) the projective indecomposable characters of B in RF (8) 
are either x,, + xc,+, and x7,+x7,+,, or x0, + xrf+, and x~,+x,,+,, and the 
latter case occurs only for non-degenerate /i. Since 
R;(O)= R;.(R’;“(B)), 
the Littlewood-Richardson rule also implies the following: (i) The 
irreducible constituents x” of Ry(tl) are labeled by (A”, p,), where A” is 
gotten from /i by adding a linear hook to each row of A. The sum of the 
hook lengths is f - 1, the sum of the leg lengths is i - 1 or i - 2, and if one 
hook is empty, the other has leg length i- 1. (ii) The irreducible con- 
stituents of R:..(f) are labeled by symbols E gotten by adding a linear 
l-hook to A”. In particular, E is Ab, or A, only if A” is gotten by adding 
a linear (f - 1 )-hook of leg length i - 1 to a row of 4 and 3 is then gotten 
from A” by adding a linear l-hook to the same row. Denote such a A” 
leading to A,,, or A=, by /1:, or A$. 
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Swpose @ = x0, + if*,+, is a projective indecomposable character of B. 
Then there exists a projective indecomposable character @” of L” such that 
ACRE<., CD” G Rf’(8). 
Moreover, @” contains irreducible characters labeled by a (A;,, pi), 
W,+,> ,ul). In particular, thef-cores of A:, and At,,,, are the same or the 
two copies of a degenerate symbol. Let Ai, = {X”, Y}, A:,+1 = {X, Y”}. If 
A%, and .4:,+, have no linearf-hooks, then either A’= A”‘, Y = Y” or X= Y, 
X” = Y”, and both situations are impossible. If AI, and Azl+, have linear 
f-hooks, these hooks occur in X”, Y”. Thus X is a row in the f-core of 
(X”, Y}, Y is a row in the f-core of {X, Y”}. Since X # Y, it follows X is 
the f-core of X”, Y is the f-core of Y”, which is impossible. Hence 
Li+L,+, and L, + a~,+, are projective indecomposable characters for 
l<i<f-1. 
It remains to link gf and rs to the exceptional vertex. L’ is a central 
product Lb L’+ , where L’+ N GL,-(4’). In particular, by [S, Theorem C] the 
principal block of L’+ is cyclic, and fP+ = x’ + 2 &,, where x’ is the Stein- 
berg character and & runs over the exceptional characters in the principal 
block of LI,, is a projective indecomposable character. Let 0, be the 
projective unipotent character of Lb labeled by A, and let 8’ = &,fl’+. Then 
R:,(P) is a projective character of G, and x0, and I~, are the only 
non-exceptional characters of B occurring in RF. (0’). Since or and t, are 
not linked by (3D) and (3G), of and 7f are linked to the exceptional vertex. 
This completes the proof. 
6. UNIPOTENT BLOCKS, PART II 
We assume in this section that one of the following holds: 
(1) V is a unitary space and e is odd. 
(2) V is a symplectic or orthogonal space and r divides qe + 1. 
Let B=B,,, be a cyclic unipotent block of G. We follow the notation of 
Section 3 for the labeling of the non-exceptional characters of B. In Case 
(1) let K be the unique partition in X. The partitions gotten by adding an 
e-hook to K are of 2 types: K,,, K,~, . . . . K,,, where cri is even, and 
K r1 ’ JGz, . . . . K,/, where 7i is odd. Let 2 be the a-set corresponding to K with 
121 odd and 0, 1, . . . . e - 1 in Z. If ,4 is the symbol {X, Y> defined by 
x= {i: 2iEZ}, Yl {i: 2i+ 1 EZ}, 
and A,, A,, are the analogous symbols derived from K,~, K,,, then An2 and 
A,, are gotten from A by adding cross e-hooks to X, Y, respectively. Since 
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/i has odd defect, the characters x,,, xr, are in different Harish-Chandra 
families. Moreover, the argument of (3E) shows {s, t> = {(e + 1)/2 + d, 
(e-1)/2-d}, h w ere $d(d+ 1) is the size of the 2-core K, of K. In Case (2) 
the parameter rl= - 1, and %- consists of a non-degenerate symbol or a 
pair of degenerate symbols. Let n = {X, Y} be a symbol in x with 
0, 1, . . . . e- 1 in X and Y. Let A,,, A,,, . . . . A,$ be the symbols gotten from 
n by adding a cross e-hook to X, and A,,, /irZ, . . . . /i,, the symbols gotten 
from n by adding a cross e-hook to Y. By (3E) s = e + d, t = e - d, where 
d = 1x1 - 1 YI 2 0. The characters x0,, xr, are in the same Harish-Chandra 
family if and only if d = 0. 
(6A) The Brauer tree of B is 
-...+.--..~-*...- 
0, 02 at 7, r2 ‘I 
The proof of (6A) will be by induction. In this and the next section we 
establish the inductive step of the proof when e = 3. The remaining parts of 
the proof are in Section 8. 
(6B) Suppose e > 3. Then the Brauer tree of B contains the sub- 
graphs 
-.*.- and -...- 
n, 02 OS- I CE ‘1 r2 7,-l *I 
Proof The unipotent characters in B are real-valued, so the tree of B 
is equal to its real stem by [ 12, Theorem B; Theorem 9.2.1 In particular, 
no vertex in the tree is linked to 3 vertices. The following configuration is 
basic for our proof. Suppose there are characters of B in the Harish-Chandra 
family associated with the flag 5: 0 c Ur c U2 c . . . c U, of isotropic sub- 
spaces Ui of dimension i. We fix a subflag 8: 0 c U, c Uz c . . . c U,,-,, of 
‘& and a projective character 0 of the Levi subgroup L = L,. Then Rz (0) 
is projective, and the component of Rz (0) belonging to B provides links in 
the tree. 
If the characters x, of B are in the Harish-Chandra family associated to 
3, such configurations occur for i = 1,2, . . . . s - 1 with h = gi - bi+, and 0 
the projective unipotent character of L labeled by (Z,,, p,, pL2, . .. . P,,_~), 
where 
KY,= {X\h>? yu {or+1 +e)>, 
and IQ, p2, . . . . ,u,-~ are the trivial partition of 1. In this case A,, /l,+, can 
be gotten by adding sequences of linear l-hooks to EO,, but no other /l,a 
can be so gotten, since 
lxEX\{oi}: x<Oil < lXEX\{(T,}: X<Oa,l, 
l.YE YU {Ui+l+e}: yba,+el< IYE YU {G,+e}: y<a,+el, 
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according as cl-c& a>i+ 1. We write EO,+/loi, 3,,,+/161+,, 8, +A,0 for 
a # i, i+ 1 as abbreviations for the preceding statements, and we say sq, 
links ai and ai+ 1 if x0, + xoz+, is a projective indecomposable character in 
R;(B). Analogous definitions and statements hold for the characters xr. 
The following notation will also be used. For any symbol E = {S, T} of 
positive defect with (S( > ITI, let h(2) = S, Z(2) = T. For any finite subset 
Z of N, let 
ZJZ)= IzEZ: z<kJ, F,JZ)= IzEZ: z>kj. 
The reader may find it helpful to draw abacus diagrams for the arguments 
which follow. 
(a) Suppose the x0, xr are in different Harish-Chandra families. 
Then s”,, f, A, for any j, since Em, and AT, have different defects. Thus z,,, 
links ei and (TV+, for 1 6 i < s. Similarly, 5, links rI and rj + 1 for 1 < j < t, 
so (6B) holds. 
(b) Suppose the x0, xr are in the same Harish-Chandra family. V is 
then an orthogonal space, d = 0, s = t = e. If n is degenerate, the argument 
in (a) shows ci and ei+i are linked for 1~ i < s. So we may suppose /1 is 
non-degenerate. 
(c) There exists k>O such that ZJX) #I,( Y) since n has distinct 
rows. If ZJX) > Zk( Y), then Zk(Zr(EO,)) < Z,(h(/i,)), so that sO, t’Ar, for any 
j. We shall abbreviate this argument by saying En, +/i, for any j by Z,h. 
Also 2*, + A,, for any i by ZJ. Thus 
Eci links ci and ci+ i if ei+, > k - e, &, links rj and zj+ , if rj < k. 
A similar consideration of Z,h and I,1 shows 
&, ++A, for tj<k-e and any i, zz, +A,, for a,>k and any j. 
(d) We fix k to be the least integer such that Z,(X) #Zk( Y), say 
Zk(X)>Zk(Y). Thus kEX, k$ Y, and either iEXn Y or i$Xu Y for 
0 < i < k. In particular, k - e E Xn Y, k - e = eU for some 6, E X, and 
au< t,, 0 u+1= u+13 5 a u+2 = 7,+2t . . . . ae=7,. 
Let u be the integer such that r, <k < z,_ 1. Then 
-...o---o and --~~o---o 
-J1 02 a.-2 au-1 7. ?“+I Tee1 Te 
are subgraphs of the tree by (c). Moreover, a consideration of Fk- 1 I and 
F k-,h shows 
G, f+ A r, for ai<k and Tj>k, 
3, f+ 4, for ai<k-e and zj+, >k-e. 
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(e) We claim oOU1++;.(r~ is a subgraph of the tree. We may 
suppose u < e, since the claim & trivial when u = e. Suppose 8, fails to link 
ni and tri+, for some oi -C k. Then rri, (TV+ i are linked to r’s in the interval 
(k -e, k) by (c, d). Let the t’s in this interval be r,, r, + i , . . . . t, +,,. Here 
h> 1 since ci, oi+i cannot be linked to the same rj by (3G), and u + h <e 
since rU+i=~,+i <k-e. No vertex is linked to 3 other vertices. By (d) zj 
is already linked to rjPl and r,+i forj=o+l,...,u+h. Thus oi, CJ~+~ are 
linked to zv, which is impossible, and the claim holds. 
We claim y’“;‘, is a subgraph of the tree if cUeI <k. 
Indeed, if u < e, the; 01~ I aid cU are linked by the preceding argument 
and the claim holds. Suppose u = e. If E,-, fails to link gC- i and (TV, 
then c,-, and C, are linked to r’s in the interval (k-e, k) by (c, d). The 
r’s in this interval are z,, r,, i, . . . . zp, where 1 <u < e, so the links 
are ,yy < and Oy by (3G). Thus 
is a subgraph, and zTCm, cannot link r,_ i and r,. Hence z,_ , , r, are linked 
to Q’S in the interval [k-e, k] by (c, d), so,? is a link by (3G) 
and a,<k. Now r,>(r,, so that Tl>k, Z,,P1(%)>Z7Lw,(Y), Thus 
t-s; . . ;F~ is a subgraph by (c). This implies u = 2. But this is 
impossible,’ since r; is not a link by (3G). 
(f) Suppose Z, fails to link rj to rj+ i for some rj+ i > k - e. Then rj, 
Tj+l are linked to (T’S in the interval [k-e, k] by (c, d). In particular, 
Is .-,<k since rj,r,+, both cannot be linked to O, by (3G). 
k) Suppose -2-,;‘,,‘, is a subgraph of the tree. If P 
is not a subgraph, then ST, fails to link rj and rj+ i for some j, so rj, rj+ i 
are linked to O’S with cr < k by (c). These ~J’S are necessarily (T, and ce. In 
particular, 0, <k. Since r, > k by (d), it follows that Z,, _ i(X) > I,, ~ i( Y). 
So the tree contains 
by (c), andj= 1. By (3G) the tree is then 
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Suppose z,<k-e. Then a2=r2<k-e, so that u=l, a,=k-e, and 
ci = ri for all i 2 2. Let ,4’ = {xl, Y’}, where x’ = X, and Y’ is obtained 
from Y be removing t, and inserting 0, + e, that is, Y’ is gotten from Y by 
moving ti up to a1 + e. Then A’ has defect 0 and no e-hooks. We define a:, 
5; for A' in the way ai, zj were defined for /1. So a( = ai = TV = T; for i > 2, 
a; = z1 -e, T; = a1 + e. We also define the symbols AL,, /‘:; in the obvious 
way. Then A:; -+A,,, A:; --P A,,, but A;; fr/lVe, A:; h*/l,e by Z,<+,h. Let 
x,, 1, be in the Harish-Chandra family associated with 5: 0 c U, c 
u,c ‘.. c u,, andlet8:OcU,cU,c...cU,_,withh=r,-(a,+e). 
By induction L = L, has a projective indecomposable character 0 of .the 
form xi; + 2:;. Here XL; is the unipotent character of L labeled by 
u:;, PI, P2, . ..> A), where ply p2, . . . . ph are the trivial partition of 1. This is 
impossible, since R:(8) contains x7,, but not x0,. The preceding induction 
argument will be used repeatedly with the appropriate notation /if, al, T,!, 
L, 0. In such cases it will be understood that /i’ has defect 0 and no 
e-hooks, ai, T,', L have their obvious meanings, and 0 is a projective 
character of L. 
Thus r,>k-e. Then k-e<aa,da,<k by (f), and ae=k-e. The 
interval [k - e, k] c X, and all but one integer in this interval is a a. Since 
Q,<T,, we may suppose without loss of generality that k = e. We claim 
that each integer in the interval [ 1, e - l] on Y is a T. Indeed, if some such 
integer is not a T, then its e-track contains a T > 2e. In partiCUhr, ~~ > 2e. 
Also, there exists tj with e < tj < T, . We choose rj minimal with respect to 
this property, and then choose ai maximal so that ai+ e < rj. Such a aj 
exists since a, + e < zj. Let /1’ = (X’, Y’}, where x’ =X, and Y’ is gotten 
from Y by moving zj up to a,+ e. Then T; = T,, T; = z2 or a,+ e, and 
A;; -+ A,,. On the other hand, A:; ++A,<, since z1 +e and T, are the largest 
elements in h(n:;) and h(/i,J respectively. Similarly, A:; t+nGc since T, and 
ri -e are the largest elements in Z(n:;) and Z(,4,), respectively. Let 
0 = xi; + XL;. Then R:(B) contains xr, but not x~,. This contradicts (6.1), so 
the claim holds and 
{ aI, a2, -., a,} c (0, 1, 2, . . . . e}, {T,, z3, . . . . T,} = { 1, 2, . . . . e - 1). (6.2) 
Since z1 > ai for all i, it follows by (3F) that 
&lJ e-l qi(qrl-i- 1) e-l 40,(q~~-u,+ 11, 1 x (I)=@’ I-I qi+ 1 n 71 i=l 1=1 q”‘-l . 
This contradicts (6.1), so (6B) holds in case (g). 
(h) Suppose 6yu is not an edge in the tree. Then au-, 2 k by 
(e), and au-l, a, ark linked by Emu-1 to T'S with T > k - e by (c). Since 
e2 3, oty--9, u ” or m+, is an edge in the tree. So it is not the 
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case that cud i, gU are both linked to additional t’s with r < k - e. We shall 
use this fact to rule out three configurations. 
Suppose there exist i < u - 1 and j such that rj > bi + e. We may choose 
i so that rj < rr- i + e. Let A’ = {X’, Y’}, where X’ = X, and Y’ is gotten 
from Y by moving rj up to oi+ e. Then a: = cr, for CI # i, a: =tj-e, 
4; -+ 47”T /‘&;_, + &-,. 
Z 
On the other hand, ,4bl +A,% for M > u by 
,~+,h,~~~t,~,~for~(~ubyZ~~~l.Similarly,~~~~,~~,~for~~u-l by 
Z c%+ehY 4-, f*Aor for a<~-- 1 by I,;-, 
by I,-,I, and A&;-, 
1. Finally, AL; ++A,, for ts>k-e 
+A,, for ts>k-e by Z,h. Let 8=&;-,+~&;. The 
only characters of B in R:(B) are x0._, , x0,, and xrp’s with rB <k -e. This 
is impossible by the preceding paragraph. 
Suppose there exist j < u and i such that cri > rj + e. We may choose i so 
that cri+ , < rj + e. Let A’ = {xl, Y’}, where X’ is gotten from X by moving 
di up to r,+e, and Y’= Y. Then c;=(T, for a#i, o,!=r,+e, Ab;-+Aa,, 
A;;-, --) A-,. On the other hand, AL; +A,, for a>u by Zgz+,h, A&; +Acz 
for a< u by Z,-,I. Similarly, A;;-, j+Aqm for a>u by Z,%+,h, A:;-, +A,, 
for a<u- 1 by I,;-, I if i#u- 1, or by ZogZ if i=u- 1. Finally, ,4b; +,4,, 
for rp>k-e by Z,-,I, and AL;_, t, A,, for rg> k-e by Z,h. As before, 
this is impossible. 
Suppose u<e and a,+,+e>a,. Then k-e<z,,+,+e<k since 
u u+l’~u+l. Let A’ = {X’, Y’}, where X’ is gotten from X by moving c,_ 1 
up to r’,+l+e, and Y’= Y. Then gL=cror for afu-1, o:_,=r,,+l+e, 
4,; + A,ut /‘I,_, + A-,. 
Z 
On the other hand, AL; f’ Ab, for a > u by 
,,+,h,A~;+A,,,fora<ubyZ,~,Z.Similarly, A’,;ml+A,zfora>u-l by 
Z oa+fJ4 AL;_, +AOz for a<u-1 by ZPU-l 1. Finally, AL; f, A,, for tD > k - e 
by Zkpel, and A;;_, +A,, for rg > k - e by Z,h. As before, this is 
impossible. 
(i) Suppose oyu is not an edge in the tree. We have noted in 
(h) that gti _ i 2 k. ” Suppose u < e, so uu+ 1 +e <u, by (h). Since 
gU+l= t U+l, it follows t,+ i + e < k - e. Let A’ = {X’, Y’}, where X’ = X, 
and Y’ is gotten from Y by moving t,, , down to uU + I + e. Then A’ is a 
symbol of defect 0 for an overgroup G’ of G, and A’ has no e-hooks. With 
obvious notation gL=u, for a#u+ 1, ~$,+i =rU+r -e, rb=rg for 
P#u+ 1, c+,=0.,+1 + e. The least integer k’ such that I,, (X’) # Z,, ( Y’) is 
k’=a,+, =zu+l, and Z,.(X) > Z,,( Y’). Let B’ be the cyclic block of G’ 
labeled by A’. Then 
is a subgraph of the tree of B’ by (f ). Indeed, a: + , = k’ - e, CL > k’, so that 
rj and rJ+, are linked by 3:; for 1 d j < U. 
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Now Aou + A;;. But/i,~~t,nb;forcc>ubyZ,.+.h,~,“tr/ib&fora<uby 
I,-,I, &+A:, for tj’>k-e by I,-,l, and A,,+A:; for ti<k-e by 
Z ,,+,h. Also Ague, + AL;-,. But Aflu-, + AL! by Z,h, A,“-, + AL, for c1> u by 
Z ;+eh, A ’ 
11 
mu-, f* A:. for any j by Z,h. 
Let tj>k-e. Then A,+Ai,. 
for tb<rj by Zrb+= 
But A, t, Ai; for r;P>rj by Z7,1, A9 +A:, 
h. Also AI f, A:; for any B;. Indeed, AT, f+ A,;+, b$ 
Z kc+eh, AT, +A& for i>uf 1 by Zo;+eh, A, +A&; for i<u-- 1 by ZkI, 
4, ++A;;-, byZ,Zifa:-,>k.Thefinalcases, A,,t,Ab;_,if~:-,=k,and 
4, +A,;> require a closer look at the rows of the symbols. In the first case, 
we must get h(AL;_,) from h(A,) by adding at most e linear l-hooks. In the 
second case, we must get h(Ab;) from h(A,), Z( AL;) from Z(A,) by adding 
altogether e linear l-hooks. Both cases are impossible. 
We now consider the projective character R:‘(8), where L is an 
appropriate Levi subgroup of G’ with G as one component and l-dimen- 
sional tori as the remaining components, 8 =x0, + xz, or x,,-, + xrB. Here 
a # p, r, and rp > k - e, a and /3 < u + 1, and the x’s denote the extensions 
of the corresponding characters of G to L by trivial extensions to the 
l-dimensional tori. Then Z?:‘(e) contains projective indecomposable 
characters of B’ of the form 2:; + XL, and & + XL;, for some i < u - 1. But 
rh or rb is already linked to two distinct z”s by (6.3). This is impossible, 
and thus u = e. 
(j 1 Suppose o--o is not an edge of the tree. By (h, i) by-1 0” 
u = e, Tj<Oo,-l+e for all j, aj<r,+e for all i. (6.4) 
We may assume without loss of generality that k = e, so that 0 = cr, < rer 
and rj > 0 for all j. We claim -..;‘I is a subgraph of the tree. 
If c,-i>e, this holds by (f). So a,-,Le by (e). Thus X=[O,2e-21, 
Y= [0,2e- l]\{e> by (6.4), and 
a1 =2e-2, a,=2e-3 ,..., a,-i=e, 
z1 = 2e - 1, z,=2e-2 ,..., r,_i=e+l, 
In particular, Z,,(X) > Z,,(Y), so that 
-...- 
r2 T3 Tee-I T< 
ae = 0, 
Te=e- 1. 
is a subgraph of the tree by (c). Let A’ = {X’, Y’}, where x’ =X, and Y’ 
is gotten from Y by moving r,- i up one space to e. Then a& = aa for tl #e, 
aL=l, T~=z~ for /3#e-1, r:-,=e. Now Ab;+Ao,, Ab;m,+A,,_,. On 
the other hand, AL; + A,, for i< e by I, 1, ‘4:; f* AT, for any j by I, 1. 
Similarly, A&;_, ++A,; for i<e- 1 by Z,l, A:;_, +A, forj= 1, 2 since AT,, 
Arz cannot be gotten by adding a single linear l-hook to A:;-, . Let 
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e=itkL-,+cL. Then R:(8) contains projective indecomposable characters 
of the form x0,-, + xz. and x,,, + xIB, where cq fi 2 3. If 8,, fails to link z1 and 
z2, then zl, z2 are linked to 6,- i or cr, by (f). This is impossible since 6,- 1 
and c’e- z are also linked. This proves the claim. By (3G) the tree of B is 
-...*-•....-0 (6.5) 
01 62 06-2 ae-, Te T2 ?I be 
(k) We show (6.4) and (6.5) lead to a contradiction. Now ~~ = o+, 
or ~~~~~~~ - 1. Indeed, the interval (a,- 1, r, + e) contains gi, c2, . . . . g+ 2 
so that 5,> (T,- 1 - 1, while the interval (z,, (T+ 1 + e) contains 
~~,r* ,..., t,-l so that re<o(Te-l. 
Suppose t, = gee i, so that r, > e. Let A’ = {X’, Y’}, where X’ = X and 
Y’ is gotten from Y by moving ~~ up to e. Then 7: = e and Ai; + /i,. On 
the other hand, Ai; f, A, for j<e by ITel, and Ai, + Age+, by I$ Let 
0 = x:; + C xA,, where xk,, runs over the exceptional characters of the 
cyclic block containing xi;. By induction 8 is projective. Since R:(8) 
contains xr,, but not xr,-, nor x0,-,, this contradicts (6.1). 
Suppose 5, = ce _ , - 1. The preceding argument applies if t, > e. Hence 
we may suppose T,<e, and then acPI=e, T,=e- 1, Tcej=e+ j for j> 1 
by (e), (6.4). Let A’= {X’, Y’}, where X’ =X and Y’ is gotten from Y by 
moving z,- 1 up to e. Then z: = e - 1 and Ai; + /ire. On the other hand, 
Ai; f, AC, for j < e by I,,4 and Ai; f+ A,-, by Z,Z. This contradicts (6.1) 
as before, and completes the proof of (6B). 
7. UNIPOTENT BLOCKS, PART III 
We continue with the hypothesis and notation of Section 6. 
(7A) Suppose e 2 3 and x0, X~ are in different Harish-Chandra 
families. Then the Brauer tree of B contains the subgraph 2 s t 
Proof. (a) Suppose there exist pairs (oi, rj) such that cr,> zj+ e. 
Choose one with i maximal, and among pairs with this i, choose one with 
j minimal. Let A’ = {X’, Y’}, where X’ is gotten from X by moving ei up 
to ?j + e, and Y’ = Y. Then ai = 
either case, AL; + A,$, 
o,crj+e if ks, and o:=rj+e if i=s. In 
where xix= 
but A;l+A,m for CLCS by I& Let e=x&;+Cx&, 
runs over the exceptional characters in the cyclic block of L con- 
taining XL;. Since xc, is the only non-exceptional character of B contained 
in R:(8), es and o are linked. 
(b) Suppose there exist pairs (cl, TV) such that zj > o’i + e. Choose one 
with j maximal and among pairs with this j, choose one with i minimal. Let 
A’ = {X’, Y’}, where X’ = X and Y’ is gotten from Y by moving rj up to 
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a,+e. Then (T:=~J, if i<s, and ~~=rj-eecr-,=o:-, if i=s. In either 
case Ai; -+ A,. But n b; f, no, for c1< s by Z,;f. This implies as before that 
gs and o are linked. 
(c) The roles of CJ and r can be interchanged in (a, b), so we may 
assume that gi<r,+e, ri<(~,+e in proving (7A). Thus rI+e-cr,>s6 
since o,< a,< 5, +e for all i, and similarly B, + e - r, 3 t6 since 
r, d rj < os + e for all j. These inequalities and the relation 2e = (s + t) 6 
imply 
s6=2e-thBT,+e--a,>s6, 
t6 = 2e - s6 B fss + e - T, 2 t6. 
Thus the inequalities are equalities, and 
a,=ol-(i-1)6 for l<i<s, 
zj=T,-(j-l)6 for l<jjt. 
(7.1) 
In particular, beads come before spaces on each runner of the abacus 
diagram of /1. 
(d) Suppose V is a unitary space. Then K is the triangular partition 
{ 0, 1, *.., d) represented by the B-set 2 = [0, e - 1 ] u {e + 2i - 1: 1 < i < d), 
s=i(e+l)+d, t=$e-1)-d, and 
orei= 2i, T,-j=2d+ (2j+ 1) (7.2) 
for 0 < i < s - 1, 0 <j < t - 1. The following inequalities hold: 
x,,(w-9x,,-Al) 
xr,(1)>m,,-,(l) if t>2 
xT,(w-x,,u) if t>l 
x,,_,(l)>xo,(l) if t>2 
xexc(l)>xr,(l) if t>l. 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
Indeed, (7.2) and (3C) imply 
xc%(l) _ zep2 (q2d-.’ + l)(q2- 1) 
L-,(l) q (qe+*d-’ - l)(q@-?+ 1)’ 
-q*e-2d--(q2d+3+ l)(q2- 1) x,,(l) 
x,+,(l) tqe-2+ l~(~e-Zd-3- 1) 
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Inequality (7.3) is equivalent to each of the following inequalities: 
4 2e-3(qZ~~l+ l)(q2- l)>(qe+2dP1- l)(q’-*+ l), 
9 2e-3(q2d+I~q2d-l+q2~~)>q2e+2d&3+qe+2d&l~qr~2~1, 
4 
2e+2d~4(q2~q~~)+qe-2(qe+l~q~~l+1)>qe+2d-l~~, 
and the last inequality holds since 2e + 2d- 4 2 e + 2d- 1. Inequality (7.4) 
is equivalent to each of the following inequalities: 
4 2e-2d-6(92d+3 + l)(q2- l)>(q’-2+ l)(q’-2d-3- l), 
4 ZP- 1 -4 
2e-3+q2~-2d-4-q2e-2d-6>q2e-2d-5+qe-2d-3-qe-2-~, 
4 
2~-3(q2~~)+q2~~-2d-6(q2~q~~)>qe-2d-33qqe-2~~, 
and the last inequality holds since q*‘- 3(q2 - 1) > qe-2dp 3. Equations (7.2) 
and (3C) imply 
XT,(l)- qM (r+2d- 1)/2 d-l 1 
x0,(‘) q2d+1+1 j=(e-.2d-‘),2 (q2i-1) iGo (q2i+l + I)*’ 
4 x*,-,(l) _ M-22e+2d+5(qe-2+ 1) 
x,,(l) (q2- l)(q2d+‘+ l)(q2d+3+ 1) 
(e + Zd- I)/2 d- 1 
x ,=,z-,,,, (q2’- l) PO t$i+l’+ 1)2’ 
where M= $e-2d- 3)(e- 2d- l)+ f(e- 1)‘. Inequalities (7.5) and (7.6) 
are clear if d = 0. We may suppose d 2 1. Since e = 2t + 2d + 1, it follows 
that ea2d+3 if t>l, and e32d+5 if t>2. We rewrite 
xr,o= M(qe+1-l)(qe+3-l)...(qe+Zd--l-l) 
x,,(l) q (q+1)*(q3+1)*...(qZd--l+1)2 
x(q~~‘-l)(q’-3-~)...(q~-2d-‘~l) 
4 2d+l+l 
Here q’+‘- 1 > (qi + 1)’ for i = 1, 3, . . . . 2d - 1, since 
4 e+i-q2i- 2qi=qi(qe-qi-2) >qi(qi+4-q~-2). 
Also qe-1-1>q2d+‘+1, as q’-1-q2d+1=q2d+1(qe-2d-22~)>2~ Thus 
x,(1 )/x,,(l) > 4”” > 1 and (7.5) holds. Similarly, we rewrite 
x,-,(l) M-2e+Zd+S 4 ( 
xyl(l)=(I 
r+‘-l)(qe+3-f)...(qe+2d~‘-1) 
(q+ 1)2(q3+ l)*‘..(q*d-‘+ 1)2 
x(q~-‘-~)(q’-3-1)...(q’-2”-3~1) q+2+1 
(4 2d+3+ l)(q2- 1) ’ 2d+l 4 + 1’ 
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Here ea2d+5 so that qe-2d-3-1aq2-1, q’-2+1>q2d+1+1. Also, 
4 2’+3(q’-2d-4 - 1) > 2, so that q’-’ - 1 > q2df3 + 1. We have already 
noted qe+’ - 1 > (qi+ l)* for i= 1, 3, . . . . 2d - 1. But for i = 1, the stronger 
inequality q’+ ’ -1>qeP3(q+1)* holds, since qe+1-1>qC+‘-qe-3= 
qe-3(q4- l)>qe-3(q+ l)*. Thus 
x*,-,(l) - M-e+2d+2(qe-3_1)(qe-5-1)...(qe-2d-’-l). 
XoJl) ‘q 
But Ma 1, qee3 - 1 > qep4, so that 
XT,-,(l) 
XT,(l) >q 
1-e+2d+2qe-4=q2d--1 a 1, 
and (7.6) holds. Finally, (7.2) and (3C) imply 
k-3)/2 
xi=(,-!e3)/2 q2’+’ +” 
so (7.7) holds, since qzip1q2’< (q2’-’ + 1)(q2’-- 1). 
(3D) implies that cs and r, are not linked. If o 
labeled by Q’S and r’s, or if t = 0, then (7A) holds by 
separates the vertices 
(7.3) and (7.4). So we 
may suppose t > 0 and o is one end of the tree. If the other end is TV, then 
t = 1 by (7.4). This is impossible, since z, is not linked to cr, by (7.5). If the 
other end is r, , then t > 2 and bwm1 is a subgraph of the tree. 
This is impossible since 
I 
by (7.4) and (7.6). So the other end is necessarily or by (7.3), and r, is 
linked to o. This too is impossible by (7.7). Thus (7A) holds when V is a 
unitary space. 
(e) Suppose V is a symplectic or an orthogonal space. By (7.1) we 
may suppose that LI={X, Y}, where X=[O,e+d-11, Y=[O,e-11, 
and d> 1. In particular, 
{ os, c,-~, . . . . cl} = (0, 1, 2, . . . . e + d- l}, 
{ TV, T,~,, . . . . T]} = {d, d+ 1, . . . . e- l}, 
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s = e + d, r = e - d. The following inequalities hold: 
x,,U)>x,,-,(l) 
XT,(l)>4XT,-,(l) if t82 
Xexc (1) ’ XT, ( 1) if tgl 
XL,(l)>X,,(l) if t > 2. 
Indeed, (3F) implies 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
X%(l) _ &-I (qd-‘+ l)(q- 1) 
x,,-,(l) q w+d-l- lh-‘+ 1) 
L,(l) cqd+’ + l)(q- 1) _ 
x,,-,(l) q 
&-d-2 
(q’-l + l)(q’-d-1 - 1)’ 
Now (7.8) is equivalent to each of the following inequalities: 
4 2eP1(qd-i+l)(q-1)>(qe+dP’-l)(qe-’+1), 
4 2e-1(qd~qd-1+q~~)>q2e+d-2+qqe+d-1~qe-l~~, 
4 
2e+d-2(q-2)+q2e-q2e-1-qe+d-l> -qe+l-l, 
Since e-d=t>O so that q2e-q2e-1-qe+d~1=q2e-1(q-1-qd~e)~0, 
the last inequality holds. Inequality (7.9) is equivalent to each of the 
following inequalities: 
4 2e-d-3(qd+1 +l)(q-l)>(q’-‘+l)(q’-d-l-l), 
4 2~-d-3(qd+2~qd+l+q~~)>q2e-d-2+qe-d-l~qe-l~l, 
4 
2e-d-3(qd+2-qd+l -I)> -(q’-‘-q’-d-‘)-l. 
The last inequality holds, since the right-hand side is negative. (3F) implies 
Thus (7.10) holds, since e - d - 1 < e - 1 and 
4’ q” 9 2i- 1 
q’-1m=q2i-l+qi-qi-l-1<1 
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for 1 < i < e - d- 1. Finally, (3F) implies 
since qe-‘+l>qdfl. NOW qeed-lfi>qi+l for lGiGd+l since 
e-dZ2. Thus 
e+d-I d+l 1 
&Vdp, (q’- ‘);rJ 4i+12 1 
and (7.11) holds. 
Now s - I (mod 2) since s + t = 2e. If s and t are odd, then 
xJ*)=x,,s l 
&(l) xq(l) 
(mod r) 
by (3G). Thus o separates the vertices labeled by 0’s and z’s, and (7A) 
follows from (7.8), (7.9). If s and t are even, then 
xd)=xr,(*)= -1 
x0,(l) x,,(l) 
(mod r). 
If o separates the vertices labeled by D’S and r’s, or if t = 0, then (7A) holds 
by (3G). So we may suppose 0 is one end of the tree and t 2 2. Then o and 
gs are linked by (7.10), and 0r;, is a subgraph of the tree. This 
is impossible since 
, 
Xr,(*)>qX~,~,(*)>XT~_,(*)+X~,(*) 
by (7.9) and (7.11). Thus (7A) holds. 
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(7B) Suppose e& 3 and x,, x, are in the same Harish-Chandra 
family. Then the Brauer tree of B contains the subgraph z 3 t 
Proof. By hypothesis, V is a symplectic or an orthogonal space, d= 0, 
so that 6= 1, s=t=e. We may suppose O=~,<T,. 
(a) We first show that CT, and o are linked. Suppose there exists rj 
with rj > gs-, + e. Let /i’ = {X’, Y’}, where X’ =X, and Y’ is gotten from 
Ybymovingzjuptoo,_,+e.Thena:,=a,,and/1&;~/i,~.But/i&htr/1,, 
for i < e by Z,Z, ,4b; + A,, by Z,Z. Let 8 = x&; + C XL,,, where xkxc runs over 
the exceptional characters in the cyclic block of L containing XL;. Since xc, 
occurs in RF(e), cre is linked to o or r,. The latter is impossible by (3G), 
so we may suppose rj < oe _ I + e for all j. 
(b) Suppose there exists (TV with ci > 5, + e. Let /i’ = {X’, Y’}, where 
X’ is gotten from X by moving oi up to r, + e, and Y’ = Y. The preceding 
argument implies cre is linked to O. So we may suppose a,< r,+ e for 
all i. 
(c) From (a) it follows that rre- r + e- z, > e since r,, t2, . . . . r, 
are in [r,, creel +e). From (b) it follows r,+e- gee 1 >e- 1 since 
01, c2, ..*1 De- I are in Co,- l,r,+e). Thus l>,a,-,-z,>,O, and either 
t,=CT,-, or r,=~,~r--l. 
Suppose t, = r~- r = a. Then 
{L T,-~ ,..., T,}={a,a+l,a+2 ,..., a+e-1}, 
f 
(7.12) 
op, o,- I, ...> o,}={O,a,a+l,a+2 ,..., a+e-l}\{a+u}, 
where 1 < u <e - 1. Moreover, a > e since e 4 Y. By (3F) 
A=qa yj’ qa(qi-lYqu(qi+l) x (1) 
L~,U 1 
rI 
i=l,i#u 4 O+‘-l i=. qa+‘+l 
>qe+1 
efil qyqi- 1) 
a+i-1 > q3, 
i=l,i#ld 4 
since q[q”(qi- l)/(q’+‘-- l)] > 1 for i> 1. Also by (3F) 
xO,(r)=q”(q+l+ l)e--l a+i n 4 (d-1) 
XT,(l) q”+ 1 i=l 4 
a+i+ 1 
e I i 
xijjuq~+l~+:~l+ l)>q, 
since 
(7.13) 
(7.14) 
4 o+e-1+ 1 > 
4, 
4%“+‘(4- 
q=+ 1 4 O+l+l 
l)> 1. 
481131.‘1-15 
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Equations (7.13) and (7.14) imply that cre is not an end of the tree, and that 
0m is not a subgraph of the tree. Since cre and re are not 
linked, it follows (TV and o are linked. 
Suppose t, = cr+ I - 1 = a. Then 
{ ge, ce- 1, . . . . ~1}={0,a+l,a+2 , ...> a+e-1) 
{ 
(7.15) 
z,, r,- 1, . . . . 2,>= {a,u+l,u+2 ,..., a+e}\{u+w}, 
where 1~ w < e. If a = 0, then w = e and A is degenerate. In this case 
(7.16) 
so (7B) holds. We may suppose a > 0. By (3F) 
L,(l) _ 
xc7du) q 
a+, 474+ wlj24~+1(4i-I) 
q”+l i=l qa+i+l-1 
x fi ““b’i$iy: 1) 
i=l,i#w 
e-2 
a+1 
‘4 r-I 
qa+l(qi- 1) fi qa+l(qi-l + 1) 
j=, 4 
a+i+*_l i=l qa+i+l 
e-2 
>4nq 
Za+Z(qi- l)(qi-l + 1) 
i=2 (qa+‘+l- l)(qO”i+ 1)’ 
since 
qa(4+1)>q”+‘(q”-‘+ 1) 
q”+l 9 a+w+ 1 
and 2q 3a+2w 1) 
((I u+2- l)(qO+l+ 1) 
> 1 
. 
But the following inequalities are equivalent for i 2 2: 
4 2a+Z(qi- 1)(q’-‘+ l)>(qa+i+l- l)(qa+l+ l), 
4 2a+2i+l+q20+i+2_q2a+i+l_q2n+2>q2o+2i+l+qa+i+l_qo+i_~, 
4 
2a+i+2 
-4 
2o+i+l -q 2n + 2 -qa+i+l > -qa+i- 1, 
and the last inequality holds, since 
4 2a+i+l< 1. ’ 24 
2a+i+2 
5 4 
2a+2Giq20+i+2, qo+i+lGiq2u+i+2. 
Thus the first of the following inequalities hold. 
xcT,(l)>4xo,-,(l) (7.17) 
Xc7,(l)‘4X*,(1). (7.18) 
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The second follows from the relations 
x (1) 
e l e i 
-‘4~+e~~~qab’~~i_:“i=~~~q~~~~i~~1) 
XJl) 
if w#e 
/ ’ 
m= 
e-1 
XT,(l) q 
ate-1 
n qa+i(qe~i-I+l)e-2qa+i(qe-i~1_1) 
i= 1 4 
a+; -1 rI qu+‘+l 
if w=e 
i=O 
which hold by (3F). As before (7.17), (7.18) imply that 0, and o are linked. 
(d) Finally, we show t, and o are linked. We may suppose z, > 0; 
otherwise the roles of cre and t, can be interchanged in the preceding argu- 
ment. In particular, e E X and zi > CJ, + e = e. Among all pairs (a,, zi) with 
rj > (I~ + e, choose one with i minimal, and among pairs with this i, choose 
one with j maximal. Let /1’ = {X’, Y’}, where X’ = X and Y’ is gotten from 
Y by moving zj up to a,+e. Then zL=r, ifj<e, zL=oi+e if j=e, and 
A;;+ LI,~. But A:, f+A+, by Irel. Suppose (TV > e. Then Ai; fr A,, by I,l. 
Let 8 = xi; + C x’,ic, where x& runs over the exceptional characters in the 
cyclic block of L containing xi;. Since x7, occurs in R:(B), re and o are 
linked. Thus we may suppose crl < e, so that (pi = e - 1 or e. If 5, < e,, then 
A:; f+ /i,, by Z,l, and we argue as before. Thus re 2 c,, If 7, < e, then 
7e=01 =e- 1, (a,, tj)"(gl, 7+,). SO in particular, Z2P--Z(l(jii;))=e- 1, 
I 2e-2(l(Ao,)) = 2e - 2. If Te > e, then I,,- l(l(A:h)) <e-t 1, I,,- ,(4/i,,)) = 
2e - 1. In either case /‘.k; f* /i,, since e - 1 < 2e - 2 and e + 1 < 2e - 1, and 
we argue as before. This completes the proof of (7B). 
8. UNIPOTENT BLOCKS, CONCLUSION 
We first complete the proof of (6A) for the case e z 3. Suppose G is one 
of the groups 
U,(q), CSP2e (41, cso, (4h cso,+,+ 2(q), 
and B is the principal block of G. If G is U,(q), S02,+I(q), or CSp2,(q), 
then xc, xr are in different Harish-Chandra families, and hence are 
correctly linked by part (a) of the proof of (6B). Moreover, K is the empty 
partition, d=O when G= U,(q); A= {X, Y} with X= (0, 1,2 ,..., e}, 
Y= (0, 1,2, . . . . e- 11, d= 1 when G= SO,,+,(q) or C.Spzp(q). The 
inequalities (7.3t(7.11) remain valid, and together with (3D), imply o is 
correctly linked to the non-exceptional vertices. If G = CSO; (q), then n is 
the degenerate symbol (7.15) with a = 0, w = e, so the cr’s are correctly 
linked by parts (a, b) of the proof of (6B). Moreover, the inequality (7.16) 
holds, so 0 is correctly linked. Finally, if G = CSOL + 2(q), then n is the 
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symbol (7.15) with a= 1, w=e- 1, so the inequalities (7.17), (7.18) hold. 
The smallest k such that ZJX) # Zk( Y) is k = e, and Z,(X) > I,( Y). Thus 
-...- and -...- 
0, 02 ge-l gu 72 Ti re-1 TY 
are subgraphs of the tree by parts (c, e) of the proof of (6B). If rI and z2 
are not linked, then Ez, necessarily links r, and oe, z2 and 6, by (3G). 
Since xr,( 1) < x,,,( 1) by (3F), the tree has the form (6.1) which is 
impossible by (7.18). Thus the r’s are correctly linked. We then argue as in 
parts (c, d) of (7B) to show o is correctly linked. Hence (6A) holds when 
e2 3. 
We now prove (6A) when e = 2. Then V is a symplectic or an orthogonal 
space. Let n = {X, Y} be in X. If x0, xx are in different Harish-Chandra 
families, then d = 1 or 2, s = 4 or 3, t = 0 or 1, and the x, and the x, are 
correctly linked by part (a) of the proof of (6B). If s = 4, then (6A) holds 
by (3G). Ifs = 3, then o separates the xc and xr by (3G). We need to rule 
out the case 
-O---O 
03 02 0, 71 
We may suppose 
a, =2, a*= 1, a3=0, 7, = 1 
by induction and parts (ax) of the proof of (7A). This configuration is also 
the minimal configuration for this situation. Then xc, (1) > x,,( 1) by (3F), 
and (6A) holds. 
Suppose then the x0, xT are in the same Harish-Chandra family so that 
d= 0. We may suppose n is non-degenerate. Let k be the least integer such 
that Ik (X) # Ik (Y). If I,(X) > Zk (Y) and a, <k, then a1 and a2 are linked. 
Otherwise EO, would link al, a2 to r’s in the interval (k - 2, k) by (c, d) of 
the proof of (6B). Since the interval contains at most one r, this is 
impossible by (3G). 
Case 1. Suppose az = r1 = 0, so that a1 and r1 are necessarily odd. We 
may suppose a 1 < rl. Then k = ai + 2, Zk (X) > Zk ( Y), and a1 and a2 are 
linked. Now 
4” < 1 x,2(1 1 1 P =-.-.- 
&,(I) 2 qU’-1 q”+ 1 ’ 
x,(1 ) 1 qT’ P < 1 .-.- 
x,,,(l)=2 q7’-1 q”‘+l . 
o can only be linked to a2 or r2 by (3G), so o is not an end-point of the 
tree by the preceding inequalities. It follows (6A) must hold. 
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Case 2. Suppose c2 = 0 and r2 > 0. Then k = 2, Z2(X) > Z,(Y). Now 
@’ x,,(l) = P . qT2 -.- 
&(l) q”‘-1 q’2+1 q7’+1 
x,,(1)= Pr2 .-.- 1 P” 
&,,(l) q”-‘2-l qQ+ 1 q”+l 
x,,(1)= 1 .-.- 1 q@ 
x&l) q”-‘2-l q’l+l q”+ 1’ 
where IX= 10~ -t21, b= )cr, -r,l, and the E, are 0 or 1. 
an end-point of the tree. For suppose it were. If o and 
xexcU )< x7,( 1 L so that 
4 7,-T* 4 &3@ 
4 71-T*- .--->qr2+ 123. 1 qm+ 1 
But q ‘l -T2/(qT’p T2 - 1) d 2 and qc3’/(qm + 1) < 1, which 
and oz are linked, then x,,,( 1) < xbz( 1 ), so that 
4 0, 9 r2 4 7, 
-.--.-.->I. 
q”’ - 1 4’2 + 1 qT’ + 1 
We claim 0 is not 
r2 are linked, then 
is impossible. If o 
If or > r2, then 
4 
PI 
4 
12 
-.-= 
q~l-l qT2+1 q~l+72-q72+qw-1 
< 1, 
which is impossible. So a, < r2. Suppose r2 > 2. Let /i’ = (A”, Y’}, where 
x’ = A’ and Y’ is gotten from Y by moving r2 up to 2. Then {o;, 0; } = 
{q,5,-q, (4, r’,} = (2, ri}, and A>; -+ Ar2. But Ai; +A,, by Z,,l, and 
Ai; + A, for any i by I,, _ i 1. Let 0 = 1:; + C &, where XL,, runs over the 
exceptional characters in the cyclic block of L containing x:;. Since xr2 is 
the only non-exceptional character of B occurring in R:(6), o and r2 are 
also linked, which is impossible. Thus ~~ = 1, cr, = 1, cri and a2 are linked, 
and the tree is 
0 0 (8.1) 
TI T2 a, 02 
Let A’ = {A”, Y’}, where X’ is gotten from X by moving a1 down to posi- 
tion 3. Then A’ is a symbol of defect 0 for an overgroup G’ of G, and A’ 
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has no e-hooks. With obvious notation, C; =O, a; = 3, t;= - 1, and 
z; = T,. Here we may suppose A’ has additional entries - 1 in each row. 
Let B’ be the cyclic block of G’ labeled by /1’. Then xLXC (1) > x(,;(l), 
XL,, (1) > x&; (1) so the exceptional vertex of the tree of B' must be hnked 
to a; and to T;. Now /i,, -+ /‘ii, but A,, +A:; by Z,h. Also, /i,, --* Ai;, but 
A,, f* AL; by 131. We now consider the projective character R:‘(B), where 
L is an appropriate Levi subgroup of G’ containing G and l-dimensional 
tori, and 0 = x0, + xrz. Here x,,, xt2 denote the extensions of these charac- 
ters of G to L by letting x,,,, xrz be trivial on the l-dimensional tori. Since 
the non-exceptional characters of B’ in R:(B) include x&; and xi;, but not 
xb;, the tree of B’ is 
e-0 0 
TI =2 ‘2 ‘il 
Now A,, + A:;, but A,, + AL; by I,h. We apply the preceding considera- 
tions to the character 8 = xr, + x,2 of L, which is projective by (8.1). Since 
the non-exceptional characters of B' in R:‘(B) include xi;, but not xi;,, this 
is a contradiction. Thus we have proved the claim o is not an end-point of 
the tree. 
Finally, suppose the tree is 
In particular, x0,( 1) < x,,( 1). If z2 > el, then 
Now T1 > T2 > cr, and q > 2 imply 
so 
4q r2 - 01 2 
jr<-’ -Jr* q”2+l 
or 4 72-0, qT2+ l <5, qU’-1 2 
This is impossible since 
qr2+ 1 qr2 - n, qbl_l > q2(r2 - “I’ 3 4. 
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So we may suppose r2<c,. If trl > 2, then E,, +‘/i,, by part (c) of the 
proof of (6B). Thus z, and t2 are linked by Zz,. This contradicts (8.2), so 
we may suppose IJ* = 2, whence r2 = 1. Let A’ = {xl, Y’}, where X’ = X 
and Y’ is gotten from Y by moving ‘t2 dowlt to position 2. With the 
previous notation, we have a; = - 1, a’, = 2, r; = 2, r’, = or. Now r’, and r; 
are linked by part (f) of the proof of (6B). Thus e and 
‘1 r2 
o--o----o are edges in the tree of B’. Here o and o; are linked, since 
01 ‘Tz 
XL; ( 1) < xkxc ( 1) rules out 
0 0 
01 62 71 12 
Now /lo2 --) A;;, but A,, ++A:; by Z,l. Also /1,,-+/i&, but A,, +A;;, since 
the largest integer in h(n,,) is greater than the largest integer in h(/i;; ). The 
character 8 = x7, + xOz of L is projective by (8.2). Since R:‘(O) contams x’+ 
but not xi;, this is impossible. This final contradiction rules out (8.2), and 
(6A) holds when e = 2. 
9. THE GENERAL CASE 
(9A) Let B= B,, be a cyclic block of G, let H= CG. (s)*, and let 
Ps: b(G, (3)) + &(H, (1)) be the Jordan decomposition of characters of 
d(G, (s)). Then there exists a cyclic unipotent block B’ of H such that 5$ 
induces a bijection 
B(G, (s)) n B + &(H, (1)) n B’ 
between the non-exceptional characters of B and the non-exceptional 
characters of B’. 
Proof. H has a central product decomposition H,(n,,,+ I,dcsF HA) 
of the following type: 
(1) If V is a unitary space, then 
The product Ho(nA HA) is a direct product. 
(2) If I/ is an orthogonal space of odd dimension, then 
H, N GL?W,&6d) 
{ hl~(3)w9 
;; ; ~~ 
17 
H,-~,(u,-,)x~,(u,+,), 
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where UX-i, UX+, are orthogonal spaces of dimensions m,_ ,(s) + 1, 
m,,, + 1. The product H&I,, Hd) is a direct product. 
(3) If V is a symplectic space or an orthogonal space of even dimen- 
sion, then 
Here U,- i and U,, I are respectively symplectic and orthogonal spaces of 
dimensions rn,- I (s) - 1 and m,, i(s) if V is a symplectic space, and U,- , 
and ux+l are orthogonal spaces of dimensions m,-,(s) and m,, 1(s) if V 
is an orthogonal space. The product H, = nA4TO HA is a direct product, 
[t, H,] = 1, and 
It will be convenient to set H,-, = I,( U,- ,), Hz+ 1 = I,,( U,, ,) in case 
(2), and H,_, =J,(U,-,), H,,, =Jo(U,+,) in case (3). Let KE%, 
K = (rcA). Each rcA labels a unipotent block BI, of H,, where B; is cyclic for 
the elementary divisor r of B, and BI, has trivial defect group for A # ZY 
The characters in B&- 1 x B;, 1 restrict irreducibly to Ho. In cases (1) and 
(2) this is clear; in case (3) this follows from the fact that characters 
in d(J,( U,- i), (sX- i)) and &(J,( Ux+ ,), (sX+ i)) restrict irreducibly to 
MUX- A and Mux+l) since neither rc(sX-i) nor n(sX+,) have both 1 
and - 1 as eigenvalues. These restrictions then form a cyclic block Bb 
of H,, with nontrivial defect group if r= X+ 1, and trivial defect 
group if T# X+ 1. Now H is a quotient of the direct product 
Hox(II AeF, AZXf, HA) by a central subgroup, so the block Bb x 
(II A E q, A + X + I BI, ) of the direct product determines a unique block B’ of 
H, which then has the desired properties. 
We extend Zs to a bijection, denoted also by Ysp,, between the vertices of 
the tree F of B and the tree F’ of B’ by having the exceptional vertices 
in 9 and 5’ correspond. 
(9B) Ys induces a graph isomorphism of F onto 5’. 
Proof: Let r be the elementary divisor of B. The proof of (9A) shows 
F’ is isomorphic to the tree F> of B;. In the arguments of Sections 5-8 
establishing the links in Sl,, we used (1) inequalities and congruences on 
the degrees of the characters in B>, and (2) Harish-Chandra induction. We 
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claim that analogous arguments can be given for the corresponding links 
in 5. Indeed, 
& 
X&i(l) = ,H,,, dl,A(l)l 
I& 
Lx,(l) = (H,,, L,(l), 
where -K(x,,J= ~1,~~ and ~~~~~ xkxc are exceptional characters in B, B’, 
respectively. The second equation holds since xexc E b(G, (sy)), 
xkxc E b(H, (y)) for some r-element y in CG* (s). Moreover, x;,~( 1) = 
c~;,~.~(l), x:,,(l) = c&,(l) for some constant c, where x;,>.~, x& are the 
characters of B> corresponding to &, I:~,. Thus the inequalities and 
congruences carry over to the degrees of the characters in B. 
In Harish-Chandra induction, we considered a parabolic subgroup M, 
of Hr, a projective indecomposable character 0; of M, in a cyclic uni- 
potent block, and the constituents of R$(&) in B;. Let M be the 
subparabolic subgroup of H defined by replacing the factor H, in 
KAFI d + Xk I HA) by M,. This replacement is to mean the following when 
r=X+ 1 and H,= (7, Z,,(U,-l)xZ,,(U,+I)): Suppose T=X- 1. Then 
H,-,=(t,~,,Z,(U,~,)), M,-,=(r,~,,z,(U,-,,,)xM,-,,+), 
where U,- 1,O is a non-singular subspace of U, _, and M,- r, + 2: 
Q GL,(q). Then the factor H, is replaced by 
A similar interpretation holds when r= X+ 1. Thus we may write 
~=KdKl.W MA), where essentially only one factor in this product 
differs from the corresponding factor in H = Ho (n, zX* i HA). The projec- 
tive irreducible character in the blocks Bb or BI, corresponding to the other 
factors, together with t&, define a projective indecomposable character 8’ 
in a cyclic block b’ of M. The irreducible constituents of R:(P) in B’ are 
then in bijection with the irreducible constituents of R”,‘,(&) in B>, so the 
arguments by Harish-Chandra induction establishing links in Sk carry 
over to the corresponding links in F-’ when we replace Sk, H,, M,, 0) 
respectively by P, H, A4, 8’. 
Let L be a subparabolic subgroup of G such that SE L* and 
M= C,.(s)*, and let ZL,,: d(L, (3)) + d(M, (1)) be the Jordan decomposi- 
tion of characters in b(L, (3)). The block 6’ of M determines a cyclic block 
b of L given by the relation of (9A), and 8’ determines a projective 
indecomposable character 8 in 6. Indeed, if 0’ = I& + rl/; is a sum of non- 
exceptional characters +;, I,& in b’, then 8 = $ , + $*, where II/; = PL., ( I,+, ), 
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ti; = %,s(lc/2). If 8’ = @ + c ll/:x, is the sum of a non-exceptional character 
$’ and exceptional characters I,& in b’, then 6 = $ + C II/,,,, where 
$‘= -%. ,W) and II/,,, 
Chap. 8] 
runs over the exceptional characters in b. By [ 11, 
for x E E(G, (s)), $ E 6(L, (s)), x’ = 6ps(x), I,V = -It)L,s($). Thus any statement 
derived from R$(O’) by Harish-Chandra induction on links between 
non-exceptional characters xi, 1, xi,, in B’ holds for the corresponding 
non-exceptional characters x+, xs,P in B. Also, any statement derived from 
Rz(O’) by Harish-Chandra induction on links between the exceptional 
characters in B’ and a non-exceptional character & in B’ holds for the 
exceptional characters in B and the corresponding non-exceptional 
character x~,~ in B, since the exceptional characters in B’ and B are those 
characters in B’ and B not in d(H, (1)) and b(G, (s)), respectively. 
We summarize the trees F for a cylic block B = B,,, of G with elemen- 
tary divisor ZY It suffices to give the trees S;. Let K E X, and let K,- be the 
r-component of K. 
(1) If r is a linear elementary divisor, then Sk is 
o---o.~.-o 
‘II 62 her 
(2) If r is a unitary elementary divisor, then Sk is 
-....-ct....- 
01 02 fJl rI r2 fl 
Here s=t=e,- when e, is even; s=e,+d, t=e,-d, and id(d+ 1) is the 
size of the 2-core of rcy when e, is odd. 
(3) If r~&, and K~ is a non-degenerate symbol, then Y> is 
-...*-c-....w 
01 w as 7, r2 71 
Here s = t = er when qer E 1 (modr); s=e,+d, t=e,-d, and d is the 
defect of rcy when qer= - 1 (mod r). 
(4) If reFO and K~ is a degenerate symbol, then Sk is 
-...-o 
“I 02 g*r 
Cases (24) follow from the descriptions in Sections 5-8 of trees in uni- 
potent blocks. In case (1) B> is a block of GLmrcsj(q5r) labeled by the 
partition K~, and S> has the desired form by [S, Theorem C]. 
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APPENDIX: THE Two PARAMETRIZATIONS OF 
UNIPOTENT CHARACTERS OF U,,(q) 
The unipotent characters of G = U,(q) have two parametrizations: 
(1) By partitions A of n. Here a unipotent character ~r,~ has label 
i if 
where c$~ is the irreducible character of the symmetric group S, labeled by 
A, w,, is the element in S, of longest length, and T, is a maximal torus of 
G corresponding to w. If I = (A,, AZ, . . . . A,), where i, < A, < . . . < A.,, then 
l-I;= 1 (d - ( - 1 Y) 
Xl,nu)=qd(i.) n, (q/c” _ (- l)l(V))’ (A.11 
where d(l)=~j(t-j)lW,, v runs over the hooks of A, and l(v) is the length 
of v. 
(2) By triples (d, a, p). Here d> 0 and (~1, /I) is an ordered pair of 
partitions such that Ial + l/II = $[n-fd(d+ l)]. Such (a, j3) label the 
irreducible characters of the centralizer algebra associated with &(G, l), 
and thus (d, a, /I) labels the irreducible characters x~,~,~ in gd(G, 1). The 
degree of xd,%,p has been given by Lusztig. Namely, let {X, Y} be a symbol 
associated with (a, 8) as described in [lo, (4.6)], where (X/ = ) Y( + 1. Then 
where 
~d,a,,9(1)=DX,Y(~2~ qzdp’) IG :Z(G)l,,, 
d(-Y q2) 4K q2) 
(A.21 
D,, r(q2, q2d- 'I= 
xn,x,,,.x. Y ( 4 
2x+2d- 1 + q2.,y 
cn,,,n;*, (q2h- l)(q2h+2d-‘+ 1) 
b 0 1) 2+2f . 
Here d(S,q2)=ns,s,ES,S,SI(q2S-q2S’), b=IYI, and f=(2b;1)+ 
(2b13)+ . . . . 
The following refines Lusztig’s characterization [lo, (9.6)] of the set of 
partitions labeling the characters in JFd(G, (1)). 
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PROPOSITION. Let A be a partition of n with 2-core A, and 2-quotient 
(A,, A,), and let ljl,( = $d(d+ 1). Then xl,1 = x~,=,~, where 1, = ~1, I = bfor 
even d, and &, = p, A, = u for odd d. 
Proof: We proceed by induction. If il has no 2-hooks, then xi,; is the 
unique unipotent cuspidal character of G, and xi,;, = I~,~,@ by [lo, (9.4)]. 
So we may suppose A has a 2-hook v, say at position (i, j) of the Young 
diagram. Let 1’ be the partition of n - 2 gotten from 2 by removing v. Then 
p&g,= {gr: if v has leg length 0 if v has leg length 1 (A.3) 
by (A.l). In particular, this implies that the partitions 1” of n gotten by 
adding a 2-hook to a fixed A’ parametrize unipotent characters I,,~ of G of 
distinct degrees. Moreover, by [4, (lC)] these ~i,~ are precisely the 
irreducible constituents of R:(i), where 
L = u,-,(q) x GLdq*h i=Xi,isx l, 
xi,2 is the unipotent character of U,-,(q) labeled by A’, and 1 is the trivial 
character of GL,(q*). Let A& be the 2-quotient and (A;, 1;) the 2-core 
of 2’. In particular, Ii*‘,1 = id(d+ 1). By induction xi,)., = x~,~,,~~, where 
u’= &, p’= A’, for even d, and a’= A;, /?I= 1; for odd d. The Howlett- 
Lehrer comparison theorem [7, (5.9)] implies that xd,*,@ is a constituent of 
R:(c). Thus to complete the proof, it suffices to show 
(A.4) 
This is a straightforward calculation using (A.1) and (A.2). 
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